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PREFACE ------

The emphasis on inseparable relationship between 

socialisn and denocracy has been a coounon theme in Soviet 

writings since the time of the 0 ctober Revolution in the Soviet 

Union. In his days the need for elimination of bureaucratism and 

the deeper involvement of broad masses in the process of 

governance through a network of Soviets was underscored by Lenin. 

Soviet publicists continued to wax eloquent on the connection 

between socialisn and denocracy even during the worst days of 

suppression of individual liberty under Stalin. It was stated 

that socialisn alone could lead to real democracy. The brief 

interlude when democracy was at least equally enphasized during 

the period of de-Stalinization came to an end with the fall of 

Khrushchev in 1964. Under his neo-Stalinist successor, 

Brezhnev, the conscious march towards restoration of socialist 

legality slowed down considerably. Even then from the rostrum 

of the Party Congresses Brezhnev kept on ha.rpine on the need to 

expand socialist democracy. 

(__with the advent of Gorbachev to power a qualitatively 

new trend appeared in the political life of the USSR. If 

previously it was the case of socialism leading to democracy, 

the trend was reversed with a new stress on democracy. It 

was felt that the goal of socialism could not be realized 

without ensuring real democracy in all walks of li!e - social, 
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political and economic. The April Plenary N eeting of the 

Central Committee in 1985 critically analysed the state of 

affairs in society and elaborated the concept of acceleration 

to overccme the stagnation which the country was undergoing 

during the last years of Brezhnev' s regime. It was not just a 

forilli tous development for the April Plenum only expressed what 

was being generally thought in the country. It was followed 

by another Plenum in June 1985 devoted to a discussion on v.rays 

to achieve scientific and technological progress. It worked 

out important programme for machine building and a number of 

other branches of national economy. It also dwelt on the 

necessity of refining the economic managanent. The 27th 

Congress further developed the strategic line of the Party whose 

essence lay in reorganization. It was realized that there could 

be no acceleration if the country did not start reorganizing 

societal life in order to make the entire atmosphere more 

danocratic. Perestroika (reorganization) and Glasnost 

(openness) became the twin catchwords· of the new efforts under 

Gorbachev to consolidate and further deepen socialist 

democracy. 

The culmination point of the efforts towards democra

tization was reached at the January 1987 Plenum which put 

for-ward several bold ideas and measures. The task was not 

quite simple. As Gorbachev revealed later in his speech at 
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the 18th Congress of Soviet Trade Unions on 25 February 1987, 

the January Plenum had to be postponed thrice as there was no 

point in holding it without having a clear idea of the main 

issues. A sea-change has come in the political life of the 

Soviet Union during the recent period. The u imost development 

of socialist democracy and promotion of the people' s self

governnent \'lere described in the resolution passed by the 

January Plenum as the condition for the nation's faster social 

and economic development. The Plenum called for a thorough 

reform of the Soviet electoral sys ten, giving voters a real 

opportunity to express their attitude not only to one candidate 

but to several candidates. The February 1988 Plenum further 

carried forward the process of democratization by working out 

an integral and comprehensive approach towards it. The 

Theses proposed to be discussed at the 19th Party Conference 

in June 1988 mark another important landmark in the direction 

of democratization by carrying perestroika into the Party. 

The main thrust of the current democratization 

campaign under Gorbachev is three-fold, namely, election of 

P ar~.Y officials by secret ballot, limiting the tenure of all 

elected offices up to the General Secretary to two Five-Year 

terms, and restricting the power of the Party and expanding 

that of the elected Soviets and promo tine a law- based 

socialist State. 
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The present study is an atte:npt to identify and 

analyse the recent trends in the Soviet Union towards 

democratization of the country' s polity since the advent of a 

ne\v leadership to power under 1-1 ikhail Gorbachev. The focus 

of the study is the developments in the political sphere in the 

period beginning from the April 1985 Plenum of the Party 

Central Committee to the forthcoming 19th All-Union Party 

Conference scheduled to be held in June 1988. The researcher 

has scanned and scrutinized rna terials of the April 198 5 

Central Corruni ttee Plenum, proceedings of the Central Committee 

All-Union Conference on Acceleration of Scientific and 

Technical Progress held in June 1985, the Report of the 

Central Committee to the 27th Party Congress held in February

March 1986 by General Secretary Gorbachev, New Edition of 

the Party Programme,Resolutions, New Party Rules; and 

Guidelines for Economic Development adopted by the 27th 

Party Congress as well as the Reports by General Secretary 

Gorbachev at the January 1987, June 1987 and February 1988 

Plenums of the Central Committee together with the Resolutions 

adopted at the said Plenums. The Draft ·lheses for consideration 

by the June 1988 Party Conference have also been consul ted. 

No detailedmaterials about the July and October 1985 Plenums 

of the Central Committee as also of the 0 ctober 1987 Plenum 
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have been published. In any case these Plerrums did not discuss 

or adopt any important documents on changes in the political 

systen and economic managenent. The important speeches of 

General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev, his published 1vork 

"Perestroika", important editorials and wri t~up s in the Soviet 

press on denocratization have also been used to reconstruct 

both the main parameters of formulation of the concept of 

democratization by the new leadership and to provide a 

coherent account of the ongoing struggle around glasnost 

and oerestroika. 

Beginning with a dim realization of the futility 

of the old approach and the need to switch over to an intensified 

economic development, the new Soviet leadership after Brezhnev 

decided to induct openness and publicity in discussions about 

the malaise of stagnation to suggest a way out of an already 

insufferable si illation. 1.'lhat began as a reform "frcm the above" 

soon developed into an all-pervasive "revolution from below". 

Learning from the failure of the past experiments to democratize 

the polity and reorganize the economy separately and independen~ 

ly of each other, the new leadership under Mikhail Gorbachev 

struck upon the course of working out an integral approach 

linking both the political and economic spheres. Definite 

progress even though slow and at times halting can be noticed 
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in carrying perestroika right inside the Party as the rulminati.on 

of the current drive for denocratization. All throutsh these 

crucial developments of historic importance for the future 

of the Soviet Union l"'ikhail Gorbachev has stood his ground as 

a resourceful leader trying to carry the entire Party ,.nth 

himself in his great endeavour to impart a humane face to 

socialism. 

I ra:nain deeply indebted to my research SUtJervisor 

Professor Devendra Kaushik, for his invaluable guid~nce in 

completing the \'JOrk. He has helped me a lot in understanding 

the complex rurrent developments in the USSR with his deep 

knowl·ede;e and insight about that country. I am thank.t'ul to 

the staff and the Librarian of the JNU Central Library, for 

their help in collecting naterial for the si:udy. 

N e\'1 Delhi, 

Ju!le 22, 1988. 

Rajeev Kumar 

~~(~¥ 



CHAPTER I 

THE SEED-TIME roR REFOR-1 : THE LAST DAYS OF BREZHNEV 
AND mE ANDROPOV-CHERNENKO INTERREGNUM 

Although a new period of domestic renewal began with 

the assumption of leadership by Mikha.U Gorbachev 1n March 1965, 

it is often forgotten in the glare of publicity for the new 

leadership's policies of glasnost and oerestroika that the 

period preceding the succession of Gorbachev vas not as 

canpletely devoid of an urge for renovation and refonn as it 

is generally supposed to be. In !act, the impulse tor refonn 

which became quite obvious during the brief period of 

Andropov' s rule and which could not be suppressed even 

during the succeeding Chernenko period bad started surfacing 

towards the close of the Brezhnev period. Beginning with the 

late seventies even the generally complacent Soviet leadership 

bef§:ln to realize serious shortcomings 1n the domestic policies 

of the country. Soviet growth rates had started declining and 

the targets of the tenth plan had not been realized. This 

forced Brezhnev into talking critically of tbe existing methods 

of planning and managsnent as also of the perfonnance of 

certain vital sectors of Soviet economy 1n the later years 

of his regime. 

The July 1979 decree arxl the measures adopted at the · 

october 1980 Party Central Committee Plenum indicated 
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Brezhnev• s concern over a declining Soviet economy. The 

realization of the need to deepen socialist democracy can be 

traced back to the 25th Party Congress in 1976. In his report 

to this Congress Leonid Brezhnev declared: "Today we know ••• 

that genuine democracy is impossible without socialism and 

that socialism is impossible without a steady development of 

democracy. We see the improvement of our socialist democracy 

as consisting above all in a steady effort to ensure ever 

fuller participation by the working people in running all 

the affairs of society, in further developing the democratic 

principles of our state system, and in creating the conditions 

for the all-round nourishing of the individual." 1 

Brezhnev' s report to the 26th CPSU Congress 1n 

1981 contained a frank and forthright criticism of deficiencies 

in Soviet polity and society. Breztmev was critical of 

violation of socialist criterion of distribution according to 

the quantity an::l quality of work. He referred to the harmtul 

effects of "all sorts of levelling and instances of paying 

wages solely for appearing at work and not for its results 

and the granting of undeserved bonuses". 2 The evU consequences 

1 

2 of the CPSU 
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of alcoholism were aJ.so highlighted by Brezhnev at the 26th 

Party Congress. He said: "Drinking in!licts considerable 

damage on society ~ painfully b.lrts the famUy, ani, 

sp~king frankly, it is still a serious problem. All work 

collectives, all public organisations, and all Communists 

should do everything to combat this ugly phenomenon". 3 

Brezbnevt s report to the 26th Party Congress also 

highlighted the induction of many specialists working in the 

economy into higher party positions in accordance w1 th. the 

instructions of the 25th Party Congress. He informed the 

26th Congress that three out of every four secretaries of 

the Central Committees of the Communist parties of the Union 

Republics and of territorial and regional committees and two 

out of every three secretaries of City and District Party 

Committees had a technical, economic or agrirul'blral 

education. 4 Questions of innel"- party life and improvement 

of methods of party leadership prominently .figure:t 1n 

Brezhnev' s report to the 26th Party Congress. Brezbnev 

adopted a fresh approach to the principle of denocratic 

centralism, emphasizing the "closest possible link between 

the Centre and the localities, between the party's leading 

organs and its rank and f1le".5 "It is a two-way link", 

3 Ibid., p. 70. 

4 Ibid., p. 79. 

5 Ibid., p. 81. 
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dec1ared ~re~hnev. The importance ot letters and suggestions 

from citizens was d.u1y underscored by Brezhnev who also 

enpbasized the need for "frank and principled criticism and 

self-criticism", and "promoting the socio-political activity 

of every cit1zen". 6 

It is interesting to note that Brezhnev in his 

report to the 26th Party Congress also spoke about &li§nost. 

He said: "A very important matter is to keep all Soviet 

citizens informed of party affairs. Publicity ( pJ.asnost) in 

the work of party organizations is an effective means of 

strengthening the party' s ties w1 th the masses." 7 Brezhnev 

further urged that the party should not fight shy of dealing 

w1 th "difficult questions". "Our partyt s policy is clear. 

We are prepared to answer any questions that the Soviet 

people want to ask. This must be done w1 th more 1n1 tiative, 

bearing in mind that if we do not answer them, the enemies of 

our country will try to take advantage of this to smear 

socialism11 - added Brezhnev. Nor is acceleration of socio

economic progress by harnessing the latest scientific and 

technological development and by swi tehing over to the path 

of intensive development an entirely new concept. Tikho.nov' s 

6 Ibid., Po 71. 

7 Ibid., p. 82. 
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report to the 26th Party Congress aiXi the Guidelines for the 

Economic ani Social Development of the USSR for 1981-1985 

am for the period ending 1n 19<}) highlighted the task of 

acceleration through intensive development of economy. 

Tikh.onov said: "l!Jverything- accelerating scientific ani 

technological progress, perfecting the structure of social 

production, improving planning and management, and raising 

the standards of economic activity - must be subordinated to .. 
the aim of making the economy more intensive and achieving 

higher production outputs with smal.ler inputs and less 

resources. Such an approach to the matter by the Party 

Central Committee bas met with the whole hearted approval of 

our Congress. It has the support of entire Party and the 

entire Soviet people. n8 Tikhonovt a Report clearly state:! 

tba t the Soviet Party and Government bad set before them

selves the task of completing the sw1 tchover of the economy 

to intensification during the 80s. The Guidelines stressed 

among others the need to better tbe style and methods of 

running the economy by enhancing the role of financial and 

credit levers in intensifying production, strengthening the 

management - accounting systan am tightening the economic 

regime. 9 Improving the organizational struc'b.lre of management 

and promoting the initiative and creative endeavour of the 

8 Ibid., p. 101. 

9 Ibid., p. a:>3. 
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working peQple in managing the economy were snphasized as 

important task before the Party. 

However, Brezbnev' s talk about transition from 

extensive to intensive growth and greater efficiency and higher 

quality could not take off from the ground. The long ailing 

leader died in 1982 leaving for his successors numerous 

domestic problsns largely resu1 ting from inaction that was 

characteristic of a period widely hailed for its stability. 

Brezhnev may not have succeeded in extricating Soviet economy 

from stagnation, yet it cannot be denied that during his last 

years he felt seriously concerned over the accumulation of 

unsolved problems. Some of the measures introduced by him 

did lead to a considerable expansion of the !unctions and 

powers of the Soviets at all levels, particularly at the 

level of local Soviets which acquired much greater powers of 

coordination and supervision in respect of enterprises, 

institutions and organizations subordinate to higher authorities 

but located in their area. He introduced the practice of 

approva1 of territorial plans for economic and social 

devel.opment by the local Soviets. The USSR Suprene Soviet 

and the Supreme Soviets of the Republics also became more 

active in the field of law-making and no longer confined 

their role to merely law-ratifying agencies. The role of 

public orgpnizations, the Trade Unions and the YCL also 

increased. At some places experiments began to be made in 
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the direction of elective and competitive selection of top 

industrial executives. The trade unions acquired a greater 

say in the appointment of factory and plant directors and 

their continuation in office. An improvement albeit slow was 

taking place in the political ethos of the country and some 

ste~s had been taken towards further denocratization of the 

Soviet political systan. After the adoption of new consti 'bltion 

of USSR in 1977, the links of the Deputies and the Soviets in 

genera1 with the people grew noticeably stronger. Nationwide 

discussions of major draft laws became fi:nnly established in 

practice. 

The trend received a shot in the a:nn after Andropov 

took over the reins of power in November 1982. The short 

period of Andropov saw the country launched on a new course. 

A drive to tone. up work discipline and remove corruption in 

high places was launched. Andropov approved an economic 

experiment aimed at decentralized planning in the plants of 

!ive industrial ministries, giving tb.eir managers autonomy to 

take decisions normally taken at a higher level. A new law on 

work collectives g1 ving industrial workers a say in 

managanent decisions affecting them by making it obligatory 

on such matters as housing allocation, and shop.. fioor 

managers' appoin1ments was adopted. In April 1983, section 

head of the Novosibirsk Institute of Economics and Industrial 
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Organization, the sociologist Tatyana Zaslavskaya, delivered 

a re,ort on the economy at a closed ssninar. Zaslavskaya 

attributed the weaknesses of Soviet economy to the continuation 

of the politico-economic Oll'b.lre that arose in the 1930s to 

run a rather primitive economy. The essence o! this cul'b..tre 

lay in predominance of administrative over economic methods. 

The report concluded that the present day complex economy 

could no longer be regulated fran a single centre and greater 

initiative and freedom must be given to the working people. 

The Novosibirsk report was far from a plea for hasty action. 

Andropov confined himself to a limited refonn experiment 1n 

five industrial ministries. 

At the June 1983 Central Committee Plenum Andropov 

enphasized the need to raise the standard of ideological and 

theoretical work of the Party. He pleaded !or a change of 

style in the performance of the Soviet systan of political 

education by putting an en! to n fonnalisn ••• mechanical 

manorising (or reading fran a prepared text), divorce fran 

life, of particular general theses". 10 In his speech at the 

Plenum Andropov described_ the cardinal improvement of labour 

productivity as the key task in the econanic sphere. This 

10 Y. v. Andropov, Spegrhes. ArticleS! Interviews, A 
Select10D, New Del 1 1984, pp. 6. 
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task was to be achieved mainly through "transition to 

intensive development, the merging in real.i ty of the advantages 

of our socialist systan with the achievanents of scientific 

arxi technological revolution". 11 Andropov called for 

introduction of automation in production with the widest use 

of computers and robots. In order to encourage the introduction 

of new technology Andropov urged tbe Party •to work out such a 

systan of orffinizational, economic and moral measures which 

will make both managers and workers, and of course, scientists 

am designers, interested in renewal of equipment, am wU1 

make 1 t unprofitable to work in the old fashion". 12 

Andropov also highlighed the possibilities for 

.further denocratizing the existing procedure for taking 

decisions on major matters of State and social life. He 

suggested "ever broader discussion of drafts of such decisions 

in work collectives; the obligatory heeding, in relevant 

cases, of the conclusions of Trade Unions, Komsanol and 

women• s organizations; a maximally attentive approach to the 

proposals of working people". Andropov posed the following 

question: "And cannot greater publicity (gJ.amst) in work 

and the re~ar reporting- back of leading executives to the 

popUlation also help bring the act1v1 ties of the Party and 

11 Ibid., pp. 8-9. 

12 Ibid., p. 10. 
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State bodies closer to tbe needs and interests of the 

people?" 13 

Andropov stressed the need to give . an important 

place to the question of further development of denocrat1c 

principles in the managenent o! J)roduction in the new edition 

of the Party Programme than under preparation. He also 

underlined the importance o.f translating in'OO life "1n full 

measure" the Draft Law on Work Collectives which was bout to 

be disrussed at the session of the Suprene Soviet of the USSR. 

The Soviet leader made a powerful plea for seriously 

implementing the Law on Work Collectives. In this connection 

what Andropov said at the June 1983 Plenum of the Central. 

Committee deserves to be quoted at length. He said: n ••• the 

law must be 1mplacab1e and its application 1nev1 table. 

Protection of the interests of the people is one of the 

mainstays of our socialist denocracy •••• We should declare a 

real war on such practices when our denocratic principles 

and standards are not supported by actions, when people are 

content only with the formal aspect, with a senblance of 

action. What good can, say, a meeting do if, as often 

happens now, it .is held in the main according to a prepared 

script, if there is no interested, frank disrussion. if 

13 Ibid., p. 15. 
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statenents by speakers are edited beforehand whUe initiative 

and especially cri ticisn are snoothened over and muffled? 

Am wbit is the worth of the work of a trade union organization 

which does not dare raise its voice 1n defence of the interest 

of the working people, against particular irregularities 1n 

product1ol1l Or what is the activity of people's controllers 

worth if their signals are not heeded and mucb-needed 

measures are not ta.kertl It is a matter of exceedingly great 

importance to see to it that words are never at variance with 

' deeds and that the essence of the matter is not replaced 

by form. This, if you like, is one o! the major potentialities 

!or improving our soclalist dsnocracy in all aspects of State 

arxl pUblic life." 14 Andropov also stressed that danocrat1-

zat1on, which is essentially linked with a broader involvsnent 

of the masses in managing the affairs of society w1ll not 

proceed of its own accord" or through "some body' s goodwill" 

as it is detennined "both by the material poss1bUi ties of 

society arxl the level of political consciousness and cul 'b.tre 

of the masses". 15 

While Andropov was quite .forthright in dsnanding a 

rea1 1mplenenta tion of the laws enhancing the role of public 

14 Ibid., p. 16.· 

15 Ibid., p. 17. 
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organizations an:l work collectives and bridging the gulf 

that dividEd words and deeds, he did not agree to the Western 

advocacy of establisllnent of some kind of "pluralisn" as an 

"inalienable attrirute of danocracyt'. 16 In his speech at the 

112th anniversay of Lenin's birth on 22 April 1982 Andropov 

clearly declared s "In short, we Communists are for developing 

denocracy in the interest of socialisn, not to the detriment 

of social1sm.n 17 

Fran the above, it is clee.r that the short period 

of Andropov' s Nle was not just confined to measures aimed at 

ensuring tighter work discipline through a vigorous campaign 

against alcoholisn and absenteeism~ It was a period of great 

churning of ideas which had far-reaching implications for the 

tuture course of development leading to the launching of 

perestroika and eJ.asnost under Gorbachev. In his brilliant 

article published in Kommunist in 1983 entitled "The Teaching 

of Karl Marx and Sane Questions of Building Socialism in the 

U.s.s.R.", Andropov dwelt at length on the complexity of 

the process of turning "mine" inix> "ours", that is the real 

triunph of public ownership of the means of production. In 

this connection he cautioned against simplification of the 

process. Andropov wrote, "The historical experience of real 

16 Ibid., P• 116.: 

17 Ibid., P• 117. 
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socialism shows that the 1llrn1ng o:f what is •my own' privately.. 

owned 1nto what is 'ours' and common to all is no simple 

matter. The revolution in the relations of ol'lflership does not 

boil down to a single act as a result of which the basic means 

of production become the property of the whole people. It is 

far fran one and the same thing to acquire the rights of a 

master and to become a real, wise and thrifty master. The 

people who have completed socialist revolution have for a 

long time yet fully to grasp their new position as Supreme 

and undivided owners of all_ public wealth - to grasp it 

econanically, politically and,. if you wish, psychologi.cal.ly, 

developing a collectivist mentality and behaviour. n 
18 He 

concluded: "The change in property relations does not renove 

by itself all the negative features of human relationships 

that have accumulated over the centuries." 19 

Andropov could foresee the difficulties in the 

way of development of Soviet denocracy. In his Kanmun1st 

article he wrote, "Soviet danocracy has and ••• 'trill still have 

difficulties of growth conditioned by the material potentiali

ties of society, the level of consciousness of the masses, 

their political cul'blre and also by the fact that our society 

18 I bid., p. 194. 

19 Ibid., p. 199. 
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is developing not in hot house a1mosphere,. not in isolation 

fran the hostile world around us •••• na:> Andropov strongly 

rebutted the view that the contenporary aspect of socialist 

statehood and danocracy was at variance w1 th the perspective 

of Camnunist self govei'l'JDent indicated by Marx. According to 

him Marxist ideas that to govern the new society is the task 

of "the people, consti'blted in Canmunes", was outlined by 

Lenin in the conditions o! his country into · tbe fo:nnula tion 

• •.•• the people thansel ves ••• un1 ted in the Soviets, must run 

tbe State". He totally rejected the 1nte1'1tretation of self

governnent as "leaning to anarcbo-syndicalisn, to splitting 

society into independent corporations canpeting w1 th each 

other, to danoeracy without discipline, to the notion of. rights 

without duties". 21 But Andropov wholeheartedly endorsed tbe 

idea of denocratization of the Party. In his article quoted 

above, he wrote: "Being the nucleus of the political systen 

of Soviet society, the Party itself sets an example of denocra

tic organization in all its activities. It elaborates and 

develops danocratic principles which becane part and parcel of 

socialist life 1n all of its spheres. It is one of the most 

important manifestations of tbe Party' s guiding role in 

society' s life, of its inspiring influence on the masses." 22 

a:> Ibid., pp. al4-5. 

21 Ibid., pp. Z)6-7. 

22 Ibid., p. a:>B. 
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Andropov also raised the important issue of precisely 

delimiting the .functions of the Party and State agencies which 

Lenin was obliged to take up during his last days. At the 

June 1983 Central Committee Pleil\.ID Andropov drew attention to 

this question. He said : " ••• it is very important to ensure in 

practice a correct distribution of .functions between Party and 

state agencies. I t has been said more than once that the 

Party agencies should not duplicate State agencies, rut we 

have not al.ways manage to avoid this. The resu1 t is frequently 

a diminution of the responsibUi ty of executives of State 

agencies and an endeavour to shift responsibi11 ty to Party 

agencies, and elenents o! a departmental approach to work 

are engendered involuntarily in the Party bodies. n 23 

While fu1ly conscious of the need to raise the rate 

of switching over the country' s economy to the course of 

intensive deve1o[:11lent through changes in planning, managanent 

and economic mechanisn and overcaning the gap between words 

and deeds, Andropov at the same time cau t1oned against hasty 

changes. Addressing a meeting of Party veterans on 15 August 

1983, Andropov said: "We must be very cautious when dealing 

w1 th an economy of such size and complexity as ours. In this 

case the proverb 'look before you leap' is particularly apt. 

23 PraW.a, 16 June 1983. 
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That is why, while preparing major decisions, we do our best 

to s1lldy each question thoroughly and resort to extensive 

experiments in order to analyse, calmly and w1 thout haste, 

the effect of suggested innovations •••• tt 24 

Chernenko who succeeded Andropov in February 1984 

and stayed in power until his death in March 1985 when he was 

succeeded by Gorbachev, also contriruted to the process of 

ideas which started in the late Brezhnev period, reaching its 

climax during the short period of Andropov' s stewardship of 

the Soviet state. Contrary to the commonly held view of the 

Chernenko period as a relapse into Brezhnevi te stagnation, 

the process of rethinking did not ccme to a halt notw1 thstanding 

c hernenko' s st rcngties with the Brezhnevi te old ~ards in the 

Poli tbureau. In any case Gorbachev played an important role 

in the Party and State affairs during the prolonged period 

of illness of both Andropov and Chernenko. In fact during 

the latter's illness he was functioning as the acting 

General Secretary. It was in his keynote address at the 

All Union Scientific and Practical Conference held in 

DecE!Ilber 1984 jCorbachev first talked about glasnost in 

the context of develanent of Soviet political systan. He 

made a strong plea for taking into consideration "the 

24 Andropov, n. 10, p. 264. 
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interests of various social groups 1n our political system" and 

for "scientific elaboration of principle of democratic 

centralism in todaY' s conditions". 25 Gorbachev also highlighted 

the need for publicity or openness in public life as a vital 

condition of socialist denocracy. He said: "Publicity 

( glasnost) is an integral aspect of socialist democracy and a 

nonn of all public life. Extensive, timely and candid 

in.fonnation is an indication of trust in people and of respect 

for their intelligence, feelings and abilities to comprehend 

various events on their own. It enhances the working people's 

activeness. Publicity in the work of Party and State agencies 

is an effective means of combating bureaucratic distortions 

and obliges people to take a more thoughtful approach to 

adoption of the decisions, the organization of supervision 

over the fulfilment of those decisions, and the ractification 

of shortccxnings and deficiencies. In large part, the 

persuasiveness of propaganda, the effectiveness of upbringing 

and __ ensuring the unity of \...Ord and deed depenl on 

th1s." 26 

Gorbachev' s speech at the December Ideological 

Conference serves as a useful guide to his vie,ets on 

danocratiza.tion. The central thane of his address was the 

25 Prayda, 11 Decanber 1985. 

26 Ibid. 
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need to introduce new ideas, to exchange opinions freely and 

to show respect to otherS' views. He urged the social scientists 

"00 encourage tolerance of different views and urged the 

economists "to part with outdated ideas and stereotypes". 

Gorbachev disniss&:i the idea that "everything must be reguJ.ated 

fran the Centre" ani repeatedly stressed the need for develop.. 

ment of self-managenent skills and for provision of "roan for 

initiative by people". Z1 

In spite of opposite linkages of Andropov and 

Chernenko in the Politburo their views on such vi tal issues 

as the need tor strengthening of socialist denocracy and for 

economic reforms as also for a creative interpretation of 

Marxisn-Leninisn bear a close similarity. In his work 

Questions on the Wo£k of the Party and State APRAt!\'fll§ 

Cbernenko dwelt upon the need to strengthen denocratic 

practices w1 thin the Party, for greater openness in Party 

decision-making and freer debates in Party meetings. 

Chernenko also advocated a more innovative approach to 

see 
71 For full text of Gorbachev' s address,/the Partizdat 

brochure entitled, "The People's Living Creativity: 
A Document of the All-Union Scientifio-Practical 
Conference on the Improvtinent of Developed Socialism 
and the Party's Ideological Work in the Light of the 
Decisions of the June ( 1983) Plentmt of the CPSU Central 
Comm 1 ttee. " 
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economic managenent and greater experiment in industry. He 

favoured giving workers a greater role in managenent. In his 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
article "The Van~ard Role of the Canmunist Party" (Komrnunist, 

no. 6, 1982) Chernenko pleaded for "reassessment of seeningl.y 1 

indisputable theses" in the light of "changing conditions". He 1 

gave a call for a resolute struggle against "dognatisn, 1 

ossification of thought and the irrational imitation o! existing 1 

models". It were Chernenko' s efforts to force the Party and 

State bureaucracies 1x> be more responsive to letters from the 

public which resulted in the 10 Decenber 1982 announcenent of 

the Politburo concerning the value of citizen's letters. 28 

According to American scholar Baruch A. Hazan, Chernenko' s 

tenn 4agnost referring to the open approach to personnel 

appoin1ments was used by PraVda editorial of 6 Decenber 1982 

concerning work with the cadres. 29 In any ease Brezhnev had 

used the tenn glasnost even though casually in his Report to 

the 26th Party Congress in 1981. This was followed by 

C hernenko' s use of this tenn in his work Quegtions on the \'{ork 

of the Part£ sUld State Apparaty.s in 1982. As noted above, 

Andropov at the June 1983 Plenum reintroduced this tenn. The 

origin o! the tenn can be traced back to the !ns and 6os of 

the last cen"b.lry when it appeared as a refonnist watch word.~ 

28 See Baruch A. Hazan, F~ Brezhnev to Gotbacbey 
(New York, 1987), pp. 64. 

29 Ibid., p. 64 .. 
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Lenin had also used this tenn 1n" early Soviet period. 

To sum up, beginning with the last days of Brezhnev 

and continuing all through the period of Andropov and Chernenko 

a distinct movenent towards reform and renovation can be 

witnessed. There was an all-round realization that the 

canmand methods of the 30 s could not deliver goods in the 

Soviet economy and stagnation could be overcane only through 

greater decentralization and a more real participation of 

workers. in the affairs of the Soviet state and society, that 

is, greater denocratization. The reversal of economic decline 

ani modernization of Soviet economy clearly required more 

than refonn of econcmic organizations and policies. A 

technologically advanced dynamic economy needed significant 

changes in the social and political spheres. The reforms of 

the 5Js and the 6os could not succeed because they were not 

accanpanied. by such socio-political changes • 

••••• 
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FRCM ~RIL 1985 PLENUM OF CEN'IRAL e<:!1MITTEE '10 Z7TH 
PAR..T.I CX>NGRESS IN FEBRUARY-MARCH 1986 : OORBACHEV' S 
~~~'He~~--· SPADIDK)RK FOR DEMOCRATIZATION 
:t: LIBRAR" .::: 1! 
<t ~: 
~... c'~'/), .,.. ).. .y-(// 

~ Mikhail Gorbachev' s appoin1ment as the General 

Secretary of the Central Canmittee o:f CPSU following the death 

of Chernenko on 11 March 1985 came as the culmination point of 

a truly meteoric political career. In just 6 years Gorbachev 

rose .tran First Secretary of the Party organization in the 

Stavropol Krai to the exalted rrumber one position in the Party 

h1erarchy.After serving as First Secretary in Starvopol for 

8 years, Gorbachev movEtl to l">toscow in 1978 to take up the post 

LSecr&- of Central Commi tte,!jin-charge of Agriculture. He had 
tary 

finished two courses of higher education, graduating in 1955 

!rom the Faculty of Law of Moscow State University and in 1967 

fran the Stavropol Agricul"tural Inst1 tute. He was lucky 

enough to survive several disastrous harvests am was appointed 

candidate menber of the Poli truro in 1979 to be elevated as 

ful.l msnber . the following year. 

Though not elected General s eeretary after Andropov' s 

death, Gorbachev was for all purposes the Second Secretary 

and heir apparent. His areas of responsi bil'-ty included 

ideology,. economy and foreign affairs. In Chernenko' s 
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absence he chaired Politburo meetings and led the Secretariat. 

By tbe end of 1984 Gorbacbev bad consolidated his position. 

By now he bad given enough indication of his new ideas on 

danocratization, foreign affairs and managenent of agrieulillre. 

His 10 Decenber 1984 speech at the All-Union Scient1.tto

Pract1cal Conference to which reference bas already been made 

in the preceding chapter, spel. t out his bold and outspoken 

views on inner-party denocracy and free discussion. Similarly 

in his earlier P~! article of 10 February 1983 Gorbachev 

had endorsed the collective contract systen in agricW.mre. 

He repeatedly expressed his support for expaming the private 

plots of collective fann workers, describing then as an 

important source of increased production and an integral 

part of the social.ist systan. In his 8 September 1984 speech 

in Sofia am in his 18 Decenber 1984 speech before the 

Bri t1sh Parliament, Gorbachev propounded his novel ideas on 

International Communian and foreign policy in general. In 

Sofia he stated that Moscow had no "universal recipes" 

applicable to all countries and that socialian should develop 

in accordance w1 th n the tradi t1ons and cond i tiona of the 

separate countries". 1 In London, Gorbachev said: "We all 

agree that ours is a wlnerable, fragile, yet interdependent 

1 f\Abotn1Qheako DQlo, 9 Septenber 1984. 
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world, where we must coexist, whether we want this or not. For 

all that Separates us, we have one planet, and Europe is our 

common home, not a theatre of operations. " 2 

Gorbachev started consolidating his new power 

immediately after his nanination as the Party General Secretary. 

During the early stages of his tenure -by early AprU Gorbachev 

retired as many as six Obkom Secretaries. Another eight had 

already been renoved by him during the final weeks of 

Chernenko' s tenure. Several Union Ministers were also retired. 

At the 8 April CC Conference of leading economic and management 

personnel Gorbachev outlined his plans for an extensive 

economic refonns. That his new policy of reform was 

encountering resistance became apparent from the low coverage 

g1 ven by Pravda of 9 April to Gorbaehev' s plans. It was only 

after the 11 AprU Politburo meeting which discussed economic 

issues that the ful.l text of Gorbaehev4 s speech at the 

Conference was carried by all Soviet central newspapers 

including PraVda. The main thrust o! the speech was that a 

decentralization of economic power was required. Gorba.chev 

insisted that more rights and responsibUities should be given 

to plant managers and that interference by Central Ministries 

and Planning bodies should be reduced to the minimum. 

2 PraEa, 19 December 1984. 
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Gorbachev pointed out that "frank talks" must be encouraged 

to tind out what was preventing the growth of efficiency and 

what needed to be changed and corrected. 3 

Although the AprU 1985 Plenum is usually referred to 

as the great 'blrning point in the Post-Breztmev course of 

Soviet policy of refom and openness, it is forgotten tbat 

bold and innovative measures were in fact recamnended by the 

extraordinary March Plenum which elected Gorbachev as the 

General Secretary of the Party Central Committee. As the 

Prayda editorial "O~tenness in '~ork" of 27 March 1985 wrote: 

"It was noted at the extraordinary (March} Plenary session of 

the CPSU CC that it is necessary to ensure even greater 

openness in work of Party, Soviet, State and public organi

zations •••• " The editorial stressed that public openness was 

essential to improved moral and political climate. Pravda 

noted, "Extensive, timely am candid infonnation shows trust 

in people and respect for their intelligence, feelings ani 

abilities to sort out various events for then selves •••• 

there is still work to be done if we are to take full advantage 

of the considerable potential of public openness to further 

improve the moral and political climate in our society." 

Pointing out that personnel are the key link in the Party 

3 Ibid., 12 April 1985. 
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policy an:l that widespread public openness is "especially 

important in their evaluation, selection and promotion, the 

Party organ infonned that the method of open discussion and 

selection of personnel had been used in Krasnodar to appoint 

more than 1,000 executives, including 135 chief executives, 

30 of their deputies, 2:76 middle level officials and several 

hundred brigade leaders. Pravda also wrote that this exercise 

in Krasnodar was not just a "profo.nna procedure" and that 15:) 

candidates were rejected in the course of collective open 

discussion. The Prayda regretted that "there are still some 

instances in which the appoin-tment of a given official is 

decided w1 thin a narrow circle, w1 thout regard for the opinion 

ot his canrades who work alongside h1m". The paper highlighted 

the need for more active use of public openness as an 
\ 

important instrument of correct personnel policy tor Party, 

Soviet aoo public organizations "involving the working people 

in the daily discussion and resolution of questions pertaining 

to the work of our governnent bodies, enterprises, construction 

organizations, collective tams and state fanns is of enozmous 

importance" - the Paper commented. It also highlighted the 

role of Press, Television and Radio in pranoting public 

openness and urged that "the Soviet person must be spoken 

to only in the language of truth, which tolerates neither 

circumlocution, deliberate omissions, evasion of acute 



problans, nor the sensationalizing of shortcoming". The 

PraWa editorial recalled Lenin's words that "public openness 

was the SlfOrd that hea1s the very wounds it bas inflicted". 

In :tact, the last week of March w1 tnessed an 

openness campaign gathering mcmen'b.lm 1n tbe Soviet Press. 

I zyettia opened a new ru brie n speaking out about openness" 

under which responses ot about ax> readers to the I zyestia 

article (issue no. 19, 1985) were published. Among the 

readers who responded to this public discussion on openness. 

there was a person who, sounded sceptical about the whole 

campaign. A letter published in I zyestia said: "Our problan 

is that you and I can speak about genuine openness on all 

fronts only in a private conversation over a bottle of 

brandy in your cosy kitchen and only provided we trust each 

other absolutely. After all, you yourself also are just a 

cog in that machine, and all you have 1x> do is slip over 

so slightly, and the big gear wheels will instantly grind 

you into po\\der. n4 A Druzenko, author of Izvestia article of 

23 March also referred to the March Plenary Session as the 

originator of the policy to expand openness. According 1x> 

him thesis on expanding openness was formulated at this 

session "not as a wish or even as a task but as a duty of 

4 I zyest1a, 23 March 1985. 



Party, Soviet,· State and public organizations". Openness was 

projected as an instrument of socialist denocracy "undergoing 

a process o:f perfection just the way denocracy does". 5 The 

author endorsed the readers view of openness "as an effective 

instrument of public control, and primarily of control over 

the activities of officials•. 

It was in April 1985 that Gorbachev brought his 

infonnal and personal style o! leadership, which he bad 

practU;ed at Stavropol, to Moscow. On 16 ani 17 AprU he 

toured Moscow' s Proletarsky district visiting residential 

areas, the Likhaehev plant am a hospital. All this happened 

on the eve of the famous 23 April CC Plenum. The historic 

April Plenum promoted V .M. Chebrikov, the KGB chief, fran 

candidate menber to menber of the Poli truro of the CC and 

elected N.I. Ryzhkov and Ye K. Ligachev, both secretaries 

of the CC of the CPSO, menbers of the Poli truro of the cc. 
It also elected s.L. Sokolov, Defence Minister of the USSR, 

a candidate msnber of the Politburo of the CC and V .P. Nikonov 

a secretary of the CPSU Central Committee. These new 

appoin1ments consolidated· the power of M.s. Gorbachev who 

delivered at the Plenum a report "On Convening the Regular 

27th CPSU Congress and the Tasks connected with Preparing 

and Holding I tn. 

5 Ibid. 
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Noting tha. t profound changes have taken place in 

social life of the USSR, of which the Soviet people are 

rightly proud of, MikhaU Gorbachev observed: "Life and its 

dynamisn dictate the need for further changes and transfol"

mations, for the achievanent of a new quali ta.tive state of 

society, in the broadest sense of the word. This means, above 

all, the scienti!ic and technical updating of production and 

the attaiment of the highest world level of labour 

productivity. It means the improvement of social relations, 

first of all econcmic relations. It means profoum changes 

in the sphere of labour and people's material and spiri 'b.la.l 

living conditions. It means the invigoration of the entire 

systen of political and public institutions, the deepening of 

socialist dEmocracy and self- goverrment by the people. n6 
.. 

Gorbacbev was candid enough to acknowledge the 

"unfavourable terxlencies" which had grown in the past few 

years. These were attributed by h1m '00 failure to properly 

assess 1n good time "the changes in the objective condi tiona 

of the develor:ment of production, the need for accelerating 

1 ts intensification and for changes in the methods of 

econan1c managanent". 1 To over cane economic stagnation, 

6 PraVda, 24 .A.prU 1985. 

7 Ibid. 
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Gorbachev suggested a fundamental 1mprovanent in the style of 

activity by restruc'blring managanent, planning and struc'blral 

am inves'tment policy to enhance organization and discipline 

everywhere. The Soviet leader gave top priority to "energising 

the D.lman factor". Stressing the need to continue to develop 

the centralized principle, he made a plea for "more boldly 

advancing along the path of expanding the rights of enterprises 

and their independence, introduce econanic accountability and, 

on this basis, increase the responsibility and stake of 

labour collectives in the final results of work 11 •
8 

Gorbachev' s address to the April Plenum also contained 

a plea "to enhance the responsibility of Republic and local 

agencies for the managenent of economic, social an:l cultural 

construction and the satisfaction of the working people' s 

needs". "It is necessary to continue to expand the rights of 

local agencies, to intensify their initiative and stake in 

the develotlllent of production, the use of resources and the 

or~nisa tion of all spheres of service to the population" -

said Gorbachev. The Soviet leader also stressed that the 

complex arxi large- scale task of the present stage could be 

accanplished "only by relying on the vi tal creativity of 

8 Ibid. 



the people, on their intelligence, talent and labour" and 

decl.ared: "We must ralll;y millions of working people to the 

fulfilment of these tasks, constantly develop the initiative 

and energy of the working class, peasantry and 

intell.igentsia. ••• n9 

The consolidation of the Party organizations' ties 

with the masses, an upswing in the responsibility and 

activeness of Communist was also outlined as an important 

task before the Party by Gorbachev. Gorbachev also drew 

attention to the ill effects of undue Party interference 1n 

the work of managanent of the economy. He observed: "It 

is 1mpossib1e to achieve substantial results in any sphere 

o! activity as long as a party official is taking the place 

of an economic manager, an engineer is taking the place of 

a messenger, a scientist is working at a vegetable depot, and 

a weaver is working on a livestock section." 10 

Gorbachev' s address also drew attention to the 

new Politburo line "aimed at ensuring the stability of Party 

leaderstlip and the correct combination of experienced and 

young personnel". He was obviously referring to the canpranise 

reached during the Chernenko period when the old guard insisted 

9 Ibid. 

10 Ibid. 
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on ideally combining stabUity with induction o.f new blood. 

In wba t amountei to a forceful plea for r~lacing the 

ageing leadership, Gorbachev referred to letters addressed 

by the Communists to Central Committee calling attention to 

the fact that some leaders holding the same post .for a long 

time, frequently stops seeing new things and get used to 

shortcanings. Gorbachev said: "This is sanething to think 

about: We must look .for ways to achieve more active movanent 

among our leadership cadres. It is necessary to more boldly 

pranote women and promising young personnel to responsible 
11 posts." 

In developing Soviet denocracy Gorbachev saw a 

great scope for further intensification of Party g.tidance of 

the Soviets, the Trade Unions, the YCL and other sesnents of 

the Soviet political systen. Exhorting the Party Committees 

to do a good job of seeing to it "that public openness is 

ensured, tha. t all channels of communication with the masses 

work. and that attention is paid to public o~inion and to 

crt tica1 comments, statements and letters from citizens", 

Gorbachev express91 the hope that preparations for the 27th 

Party Congress am discussions by the working peopl.e of the 

draft congress doOliD.ents would undoubtedly stir Soviet 

11 Ibid. 
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people to greater activity marking an advance in the direction 

of further dsnocratization of the Soviet systen. 

Following the April 1985 Plenum of the cc, Gorbachev 

continued his meetings with Soviet citizens. His visit to 

Leningrad on 16 and 17 May where he had informal meetings w1 th 

citizens on the streets an:l with the s1lldents of the Leningrad 

Polytechnic Insti"b.lte, were telecast by Soviet television. 

On 17 May Pravda published the CP3J Central Committee decision 

on measures to sumount drunkenness and alcobolisn. 

Gorbachev' s visit to Leningrad on 16 and 17 May 1985 also 

projected RCJna~nov' s eclipse. On 4 June Prayda reported the 

appoin1ment of G. Razumovsky as head of the CPSU Central 

Committee Party organizational work depar1ment. Gorbachev 

had a close friendship w1 th Ra2lllftovsky wbo worked as first 

secretary in Krasnodar region. The personnel changes 

ini tiate:l by Gorbachev were accompanied by pressures for 

economic refonns. On 11-12 June 1985 a Central. Committee 

All-Union Conference on Acceleration of Scientific and 

Technical Progress was held. All Poli truro menbers except 

G. Romanov attended this conference together w1 th cc 
secretaries. Gorbachev in his speech at the. Conference 

criticized "the lackof change for many years" and pointed 

out that "experiments are carried out rut nothing 
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changes". 12 He recommended specific steps to deal w1 tb the 

si1uat1on: improving inves1ment policy to produce a higher 

re1nrn fran inves1ments; sharply increasing inves1ment in the 

engineering industry; ini t1at1ng a process of decentralization 

by reducing the role of gosplan and the central econanic 

ministries; and giving greater independence to individual 

enterprises. Several individual ministers were criticized 

by name for shortcomings and by implication Central Committee 

secreta.ry v. Dolg1kh and Frenier Tikhanov, both survivals 

fran the Breztmev era, were also criticized. 

In July 1985 a Central Committee Plenum was held. 

The Plem.nn accepted Romanovt s request to relieve him of the 

duties of menber of the Politburo and Secretary of the CC 

on health grounds. It promoted E. A. Shevardnadze as a full 

manber of the Poli truro and elected B.N. Yel tsin ani L.N. 

Zaykov Secretaries of the CPSJ cc. In July 1985 the Suprane 

Soviet session electei Gromyko as the Chairman of the Suprene 

Soviet and appointed Shevardnadze as Foreign Minister 1n his 

place. These changes further consolidated Gorbachev' s 

personal power. 0 n 28 s ep tan ber the PraVda rep or ted the 

12 Moscow Television Service in Russian 1700 CMT, 11 June 
1985, D§ilx; Report (USSR), 12 June 1985. 
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retirement of Tikhonov as Chairman of the USSR Council of 

Ministers in view of his state of health. The appoin1ment of 

A. Yakovlev to the post of chief of the CC propaganda depar"tment 

and the nomination of D. Gvishiani as deputy head of the 

Gosplan also strengthened Gorbachevt s hands. Tikhonov was 

succeeded by one of Gorbachev' s closest ally Nikolai Ryzhkov. 

Tikhonov never went on record as a supporter of Gorbachev' s 

reforms and the Council of Ministers headed by him had been 

the subject of repeated cri ticisn from Gorbachev. On 

14 0 ctober 1985 Nikolai Baybakov, Chairman of the u·::;SR State 

Planning Committee who had been appointed by Brezlmev in 1965 

was replaced by Nikolai Talyzin. Baybakov was a strong 

opponent of decentralization of planning and of introduction 

of new mathenatical models. 

The 15 0 ctober 1985 Plenum of the CC concentra·ted 

on adopting the drafts of three key Party documents to be 

placed before the public for discussion before the 27th CPSU 

Congress which was to adopt then in their final form. These 

documents contained the New Edition of the CPSU Programme, 

the Revised CPSU Rules and Guidelines for the 12th 5- year 

Plan and for the 15-year period until the year 2000. In his 

speech at the Plenum Gorbachev described sane of the points 

contained in the old CPSJ Programme as based on 11 groundless 
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fantasy and bookish pedantry" which "have not stood the test 

of time". 13 On the subject of the new CPSU rules he said 

that the draft amendments were aimed at "expanding denocracy 

w1 thin the Partyfl and increasing the Party ore;misations' 

"responsibility for resolving common concerns". 14 The Guide

lines for 12th 5- year !·lan and the period to the year aJOO 

were envisaged as a canponent part of Gorbachev' s efforts to 

transform the Soviet economy by raising labour productivity 

am almost doubling Soviet economic output during the next 

15 years. 15 

By the end of 0 ctober 1985 four months before the 

convening of the 27th CP S1 Congress Gorbachev had energed 

as a strong leader in the Krenlin enerPged in the historic 

task of transfonning the entire Soviet economy through 

increased productivity arid denocratization of Soviet society 

and polity. 

13 Moscow Domestic Service in Russian 12)0 CMT, 15 October 
1985, Daily Rep2rt (USSR), 16 October 1985. 

14 Ibid. 

15 Ibid. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE 27TH PARTY CONGRESS : RENEWAL OF SOCIALISvt 
THROUGH DEMOCRATI:SATION 

The closing months of 1984 saw rejuvenation of the 

Party and State apparaills at the top and middle levels along 

with a nation-wide discussion of the Draft CP&J Programme and 

S tamtes which were adopted by the 27th CPSJ Congress in 

February-March 1985. On 1 Novenber 1984, V. Murakhovskiy who 

had succeeded Gorbachev as First Secretary of the Stavropol 

Krayk<Jil in 1978 and worked under him earlier as First Secretary 

of the Stavropol City Party Committee and Secretary of the 

S tavropol Kraxkcm was appointed Secretary CC in- charge 

agriculture. A Plerrum of the Kirghiz Communist Party held on 

2 Novenber relieved T. U subaliyev of his duties as First 

Secretary and elected A. Masaliyev, as the new First Secretary 

of the Republic' s Central Committee. Murakhovskiyf s appointnent 

signalled reorganization of the agricul illral administration. 

Several changes in the composition of the USSR Council of 

Ministers took place during the month of Novenber following 

the replacenent of 80-year old Tikhonov as Premier by 65-year 

old Rhyzkov. Gorbachev \'.ras preparing the ground for introducing 

his reforms by replacing most of the top economic leaders with 

younger ones.-
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The process as Baruch A. Hazan observed bore the 

"overt character of d~Brezhnevization campaign". 1 Brezhnev 

was however not criticized personaJ.ly before 19 Decanber 

when a PraVSia article appearing on his 80th birthday came 

down heavily on many of the phenanena associated. W1 th his 

rule. Earlier in his 6 November speech the KGB chief 

Chebrikov had said: "Soviet society is now going through a 

period that is exceptionally rich in content and is crucial. 

We have all felt that over a certain period o! time, although 

progressive movenent did continue, problens accumulated in 

the country, and delays in their solution resulted in economic 

and social difficulties ••• negative phenomena, such as narrow 

depar1mental interest, playing sate and falsification of 

reports have made themselves ·felt at various levels of 

managsnent. n 2 

During Novenber Moscow's Komsanol theatre staged 

a new play Noah and His Song fea"tllring a President w1 th 

trenbling hands and Ukrainian accent resanbling Brezhnev at 

the fag em of his career. The 10 Novenber 1985 Prnyda 

carried an article by V. Kozhenyako, "Reflections on 

1 Baruch A. Hazan, Fran Brezhnev W Qorbachey (Nei-; York, 
1987) • pp. 183-9.~ 

2 Pravda, 7 November 1985.' 



Letters : Against Flattery and Fa ,;rUng" criticizing flattery 

and toady:ts. The article coincided w1 th the 3rd anniversary 

of Brezhnevt s death about which Pravda maintained total 

silence. A State Agro Industrial Committee was established 

in 3rd week of Novenber w1 th Murakhovskiy as Chainnan. The 

new body assumed responsibility for administering all 

agricultural production and processine; replacing 5 ministries, 

namel.y, agricul'b.lre, fruit and vegetable growing, rural. 

construction, meat and dairy industry and the State Cornmi ttee 

for production and technical servicing of agricul 'b.lre. The 

step was intended to curtail the powers of ministerial 

b.lreaucracy. 

The second half of Novanber w1 tnessed the first 

summit between Gorbachev and Reagan at Geneva. At the 26- 'Z7 

November Session of the USSR Suprene Soviet Gorbachev 

assessed the summit results in highly positive terms though 

he was caut1.trus enough to state that "at the meeting we did 

not succeed in finding solutions for the very important 

questions connected w1 th ending the anns race".- Nevertheless 

Gorbachev described the meeting as "undoubtedly a significant 

event" resulting in "personal contact with us President". 

Gorbachev called the dialo~e as a "stabilizing" factor and 

also referred to its positive asses:Dent by the Warsaw Pact 

leaders. That sane dissident voices were also there is clear 
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fran the speeches at the Suprsne Soviet Session by chief of 

the General Staff Martial Akhraneyev and Poli truro msnber 

Shcherbitskiy. Martial Akhraneyev was reported w have said: 

"The canmi1ment adopted by the United States at the Geneva 

meeting not to seek military superiority over the Soviet 

Union is as yet only words. The so- cal.led countel'-proposals 

put forward by the us side at the talks are basically 

designed to undermine the strateglc equUibrium in favour 

of the United states, and lead not to a lowering, but to a 

raising of the level of military confrontation. ••• These 

problens are far fran solution. That is why we must not rest 

on our laurels, rut must contirue w struggle against the 

threat of war in all avenues.·n 3 S1mUarlli Shcherbi tskiy 

after adm 1 tting half-heartedly that the results of the 

Summit had shown "in principle" that it was possible to 

normalize relations between the USSR and the United States, 

warned that "the u.s. Administration will continue to make 

efforts to achieve military- strategic superior! ty over us 

and will try to deal w1 th us, proceeding not fran the 

principle of equality but fran a position of strength". 4 

3 I zvest1il, 23 Novsnber 1985. 

4 Ibid. 



But opposition from the military circles did not 

deter Gorbachev fran making changes in the canposi tion of 

Council of Ministers. A number of important Union Ministers 

were retired in Decanber 1985 including the navy chief Harshal 

Gorshk.ov and v. Dymshi ts. The accountability- election 

campaign preceding the 27th Party Congress gathered momen"b.lm 

during Decanber to reach its zenith in JaiUlary and February 

1986. A. Koycb..nnanov, First Secretary of the Alma A ta City 

Party Committee and a protege of Kazakh party chief D. 

Kunayev was sacked for abuse of power and immodesty. On 

24 Decenber a Plenum of the Moscow City Party Cor.t~i ttee which 

Gorbachev attended, "relieved Victor Grishin of his duties 

as First Secretary of the Moscow City Party Committee due to 

his retiranent" and appointed Boris Yel tsin as a successor. 

The new Moscow City Party chief followed Gorbachev' s style 

of unannounced face-to-face meetings with ordinary citizens 

during his tours of the citY's indus trial plants and residential 

districts. At the city accountability election conference 

held on 24-25 January for the 27th Party Congress Yel tsin 

sharply criticized the city party organization for poor 

discipline and organization and other negative phenomena 

which he attrib.lted to placing the City Party organization 

"beyond the sphere of criticisn". 5 The Central Committee 

5 Moskovskaya Pravda. 25 January 1986. 
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Politburo praised the work of the conference of Moscow City 

Party organization at its meeting held on 3J January and gave 

a mandate to its leadership for "decisively reshaping the 

style, fonns, and methods of party work and for erad icating 

examples of a carefree atti illde and ostentation". 6 Tl'rus 

Y el tsin was g1 ven a free hand in dismantling Grishin' s 

political machine. 

By January 1986 the accountability election 

campaign preceding the 27th CPSJ Congress entered its final 

stage. The Party Central Comrni ttee Secretary Ligachev 

played an important part in it. By 15 February, 46 of the 

157 oblagt secretaries had been replaced ( 31 had already been 

replaced under Andropov). The Party election conferences in 

many of the oblast.§ were personally attended by Ligachev. 

On 26 January 1986 the Suprene Soviet Presidium renoved v. 
Fedorcl'ruk fran the post of Hinister of Internal Affairs. 

Several Ministers of Internal Affairs in the republics were 

also changed. These changes were linked with the anti

corruption campaign launched by Gorbachev, the most obvious 

targets of which were the Central Asian Republics. The 

Turkman Party Congress had already deposed First Secretary 

6 Daily Report (USSR), 31 January 1986. 
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M. Gapurov for promoting "kinship", "personal loyalty", 

"flattery" and "careerisn". As already noted the Kirghiz 

Party Congress had ousted First Secretary T. U subaliyev for 

encouraging "servility and intrigue" and violation of 

"collective leadership". The Uzbek Party Congress accused 

Sharai' Rashidov who died in Novenber 1983 of "creating a 

cult around the top leader and of creating an atmosphere of 

self-glorification, flattery and servility". 7 The Kazakh 

Party Congress however did not produce the desired result. 

Kunayev still managed to retain his post as First Secretary 

of the Kazakh Party Central Committee at the Kazakh Party 

·Congress which reelected him on 8 February 1986. The 

9 February Prayda carried a report on the Kazakh Party 

Congress under the title "The Times Require". The report 

quoted First Secretary of Kzyl-Orda Oblast Auyelbekov who 

had charged Kunayev with "conniving, promoting cadres on 

the basis of personal loyalty, kinship, common place of 

origin". PraX,da also reproduced criticisns made by other 

Congrr.=ss participants including Prenier Nazarbayev. Pravda 
• 

report was unique in so far as it publictly criticized a 

ma:nber of the Poli truro. Another setback for Gorbachev "'as 

the confirmation of Shcherbitskiy as First Secretary of the 

7 P rayda, 2 February 1986. 
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Ukrainian Camnun1st Party at the Republ1ds Barty Congress held 

1n the first week of February. However unlike Kunayev 

praVda did not carry any cr1 t1c1sn of Shcherbi tskiyt s report 

to the Congress. At the CPSU Central Comm1 ttee Plenum of 

18 February 1986 which approved the Central Canm1 ttee' s report 

to the forthcan1ng Party Congress and summed up the results 

of the nationwide d1sruss1on of the new !:'arty Programme and 

sta'b.ltes, renoved Grishin :fran the Poll tburo menbersb1p. 

According to American scholar Hazan, Gorbachev urgently 

needed to denonstrate his strength on the eve of the Congress 

to counteract the effect of his faUure to achieve Kunayev' s 

rEmoval by the Kazakh Congress. 

The 27th Congress of the CPSU held in Moscow .fran 

25 February to 6 March was a momentous event that bas 

w1 th the passage of time become as important a milestone as 

the a:>tb Party Congress which ended on 25 February 1956. 

It is not w1. tbout significance that Gorbachev chose 25 

February the concluding day of tb.e aJth Party Congress 

and also the 30th anniversary o:f Khrushchev's d&-Stalinizat1on 

speech to open the 27th Party Congress. An old classnate 

of Gorbachev and a foxmer menber of Czech Politburo Mlynar 

called Gorbachev "a child of the a)th Party Congress".;· 

American Sovietologist Hazan is of the view that 

the Congress "proceeded in the welL- established routine 
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pattern and differed 1n no respect .fran those at previous 

Party Congress".;B He writes: "The issues of the SU@rsnacy 

of the Party, the importance of Central Planning, and tb.e 

in!a11ibility of · · Marxisn-Len1nisn were sacrosanct. 

Obsolete Leninist jargon penneated every state:nent delivered 

at the Congress. Little was new, and indeed nothing new 

could be expected w1 thout renewing the ele:nents o.f the aystsn 

·itself •••• Although accusing Breztmev (in effect) of wanting 

to improve things w1 thou t changing anyth1ng, Gorbachev 

ac1ua1ly signalled that he wanted to improve everything 

while changing nothing of consequence. His snphasis was on 

better utilizing existing results, cutting do...m. waste, 

corruption and fraud, and strengthening discipline but not 

touching the systan itself. n9 There are several other 

Western scholars who likewise feel that the main thurst of 

the 27th Party Congress was to make the existing systen work 

better without changing its substance. 

Of course, the 27th Congress did disappoint those 

Western scholars and experts who are badly addicted 'b> the 

old habit of equating innovation and refonn with the 

8 Baruch A. Hazan, n. 1, p. aJ3. 

9 Ibid. 
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renunciation of socialisn as a systen. A careful scrutiny of 

the documents of the 27th Party Congress leads one to the 

conclusion that this Congress was really a Congress of bold 

innovation and radical reforms. In his political report to 

the Congress, Gorbaehev made a powerful plea for not evading 

the problens that have arisen. "That sort of atti 'b.tde is 

much too costly for the country, the State and the Party. 

So let us say it loud and clear ~" 10 
- said Gorbachev. 

Gorbachev also said: tr/t is not enough to see shortcanings 

and defects, to st1gnat1se tb.en. It is necessary to do 

everything so that they do not exist". 11 To overcome the 

shortcomings Gorbachev suggested a three-pronged strategy, 

viz. ( 1) exposure of the truth to get real measure of the 

weaknesses; ( 2) no half-hearted efforts once trans.tonnation 

were launched; and, ensuring the masses' active, conscious 

and widest participation. 

In the Congress Gorbaohev reportedly talked about 

p erestrgig. The term has been variously translated as 

restructuring or reconstruction or renewal. The Russian 

lan@.lage dictionary published by the Soviet Acadeny of Sciences 

10 27th CPSU Congr~ss Documents and Resoluticms {New Delhi, 
.1986)·.- ' ' 

11 Ibid.;, 



in 1983 describes Perestroika as deriving its meaning frcm 

the corresponding verb which s1gn1t1es changing the procedure 

of on~ s work, the direction of one's activity, of on~ s 

views. Gorba.chev appears to be using this tenn in this 

larger sense of a reordering, reorientation or re.fonna tion. 12 

In his Congress speech we .find Gorbachev referring to 

pgrestroika in several contexts, as for example, "eerestrgi~ 

of thinking", "aerestrgig of the economic mechanisn", 

"perestroilsa o.f party work", a "radical Perestroika of the 

managenent mechanisn", a "perestroika of higher and secondary 

special education", and a "psycbolog:lcal perestro19 of our 

cadres". Gorbachev' s perestrqika in fact means, to quote 

Robert c. Tucker a "pervasive within-systsn refonn of ••• 

real c:ul'tllre patterns, and to some ~tent of ideal patterns 

as well; in other words, a deep change of customary ways 

of thinking an:l acting in inst11llt1ons and camnon si'tlla t1ons 

in Soviet society and in the goverment way of thinking 

and acting in internal and external policY". 13 Tucker 

compares Gorbac~ s reformation with the re.fonnation in 

early modern Europe and feels that i.f it succeeds it woul.d 

13 Ibid., p. 156.' 
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be as fat'\- reaching in its consequences as the first refonna tion 

which encanpassed only Western Europe and did not extend to 

Eastern Europe and Russia.' 14 

Gorbachev' s political report to the Z7th Party 

Congress contained a resounding call for expanding glasnost. 

It is only through Edapst that people can be actively 

involved in administration and the process of governing the 

country which cannot be treated as the privilege of a narrow 

circle of professionals or political elite. "Broader 

publicity", said Gorbachev, "is a matter of principle to us. c. 

It is a poll tical issue. Without publicity there is not, 

nor can there be, denocracy, poll tical creat1v1 ty of the 

citizens and participation of the citizens in administration 

and managenent". 15 Rejecting the plea for exercising 

greater caution while speaking about shortcanings, omissions 

and difficulties, Gorbachev said: ./!!I here can only be one 

answer to this, a Leninist answer: Communists want the 

truth, always and under all circumstances. The experience 

of the past year has shown how forcefully Soviet people 

support an uncanpromising appraisal of everything that 

14 Ibid. 

15 27th CP$] Consx:~'is Documents and Re:aolutions (New Delhi, 
1gSb) • p. 78. 



impedes our advance. But those who have grown used to 

doing slipshod work, to practising deception, indeed feel 

really awkward in the glare of publicity ( dasno;t), when 

everything done in the ~tate and in society is under the 

peopl~ s control and is in fUll public view. Therefore we 

must make publicity on unfailing operative system." 16 

Gorbachev stressed the need for publicity in the work of not 

only the centre rut also about "decisions taken locally by 

Party and governnent bodies, factory mana.ganent and trade 

unions". 

Both Gorbachev' s political report and the new 

edition of the Party prograrmne highlighted the need for 

further deepening the denocratic character of socia1ist 

systGD. The new Party Programme put forth task calling for 

"consistent and unswerving development of the People's 

socialist self- governnent". In his report Gorbachev said: 

"Denocracy is the wholesane and pure air without which a 

socialist public organisn cannot live a full- blooded life. 

The report while highlighting the Party' s role as "the 

~iding force and the principal guarantor of the develop:nent 

of socialist self- governnent" and its "leading role 1n 

16 Ibid., p. 78. 
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societyf' described the party as "itself the highest fonn of 

a self- governing socio-political organisation". Gorbachev 

pleaded for making the maximum use of the potentialities 

of Societ representative bodies for securing tull power for 

the people and for un1 ting and mobilizing the masses. 

Gorbachev' s report also recommended a course of pranoting 

the autonomy and activity of the local Soviets and infonned 

that proposals were being worked out to make each Soviet "a 

canplete and responsible master in all things concerning the 

satisfaction of people' s everyday needs and requirenents; in 

using the allocated funds, the local potentialities and 

reserves; in coordinating and supervising the works of all 

organizations involved in servicing the population". 17 He 

suggested "a thorough examination" of the relationship 

between Soviets and the centrally managed enterprises in 

their territories". The GeneraL SecretarY's report to the 

. Congress recommended that the sessions of Soviets should be 

conducted .tar more effectively and that the standing 

committees' work should be more thorough and the practice of 

deputies' enquiries should be improved. It also stressed 

that the Canmittees' recommendations and the deputies' 

proposals and observations should be carefully considered and 

17 Ibid., p. 72. 



taken into account by the executive bodies. 18 Also 

significant was a remark contained 1n Gorbachev' s pol1 tical 

report about "excessive centralization in matters which ar~ 

not always clearly visible fran the centre and can be 

much better solved loeallY". 19 It also contained an 

observation about the timeliness of making "necessary 

corrections" in the election procedures. Other important 

features of the Report were stress on activating people' s 

control canmittees, more active involvanent on the part of 

public organisations in governing the country, making tbe 

Law on Work Collectives operative in everyday practice, 

gradual extension of the range of issues on which the 

work collectives decisions are final, extension of the 

principle of electiveness to all team leaders and tb lil 

gradually to sane other categories of managerial personnel -

.torenen, shift, sector or shop superintendents, alXi ·tate

fann departnent managers. a:> 

The new:Barty Programme referred to "advancing 

Soviet democracy and increasingly pranoting socialist self

goverrment by the people on the basis of active and effective 

18 I bid., pp. 72-73. 

19 Ibid., p. 72. 

a:> Ibid., p. 77.~ 
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participation of working people, their collectives and 

organizations in decision-making concerning the affairs of 

state and society" as the strategic line of development of 

the political systea. of Soviet society. 21 The programme also 

underlined the role of the Party as the "leading force" in 

the process of advancing Soviet denocracy. It stressed that 

the Party was to act "within the framework of the consti1lltion". 

The pro gramme declared: "It is a matter of key importance for 

the Party' s policy to develop and strengthen the Soviet 

socialist state and increasingly reveal its democratic na1llre 

as a state of the whole people and its creative and construc-

ti ve role. " 22 

The Report of the General Secretary and the new 

Party Rules adopted by the 27th Congress made an important 

contribution to the development of the principle of responsi

bility of Party members. The new Party Rules emphasized the 

principle of systematic renewal of the composition of Party 

bodies and of continuity of leadership in election of all Party 

bodies frcxn primary organizations to CPSJ Central Committee. 

The Rules also stressed the importance of "free and effective 

discussion" of Party policy in the Party. 23 In his Report 

21 I bid., p. 285.· 

22 Ibid., p. 286. 

23 Ibid., pp. 337-8. 
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Gorbachev drew attention to the question of improving the 

fonns and methods of P.arty leadership. "The Party is 

enphatically against confusing the functions of Party 

canmi ttees w1 th those of governnental and public bodies" -

said Gorbachev. 24 The difficul. ty of real.izing this in 

practice was admitted by the Genera1 Secretary woo advocated 

a n specific approach" in this matter where "much is determined 

by the political rul:b.lre and ma1llri ty of leaders". 25 The 

resolution on the Political Report stated that the Party pays 

special attention to the exercise of all forms of direct 

dsnocracy which should be further improved through ci tizens• 

meetings, const11llents• suggestions, the press, radio and 

television, letters by working people and all other means of 

expressing public opinion;. 26 The resolution further stated: 

"The Congress attaches cardinal. significance to strengthening 

the legal foundation of governnental activity and of the life 

of society, to the strictest observation of the laws, to 

consolidating the ~arantees of the rights and freedans of 

Soviet cit1zens."27 

24 I bid. , P• 106. 

25 Ibid. 

26 Ibid., pp. 144-5. 

27 Ibid., p. 145.· 
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From the above discussion, 1 t is clear that the 

documents of the Z7th Party Congress full.y bore an imprint 

of the new leadership' s quest for renewal of Soviet society 

through further denocrat1zat1on.· 

••••• 
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CHAP'IER IV 

THE POST-27TH PARTY CONGRESS DEVELOPMENTS : FORt.ruLATI.ON 
OF AN INTEGRAL APPROACH TO DEMOCRATIZATION AND STRUGCLE 

FOR ITS IMPLEMENTATION 

The January 1987 Plenary Meeting of the CPSU Central 

Committee which discussed General Secretary Gorbachev' s Report 

non Reorganization and the Party's Personnel Policy" forms 

besides the April 1985 Plerrum another important landm.~rk in 

the new leadership' s quest for an effective and realistic 

denocrati~c-tion of Soviet polity and econany to carry out its 

plan of perestroika. In his Report to the January Plenum 

Gorbachev declared: "We bave begun reorganization and \o!ill 

not look back". Gorbachev' s Report however candidly admitted 

that "change for the better is taking place slov,rly, that the 

cause of reorganisation is more difficult and the problans 

which have accumulated in society are more deep-rooted than 

we first thought". 1 

The failure of the Party to check in time the growth 

of negative tendencies in the later seventies ~nd early 

eighties ,.;as attributed by Gorbachev to both "the situotion in 

theorY", "scholastic theorising", "ossified concept of 

.ocialist relations of production" and ~.uXlderestimation of 

1 Soviet Reviey~, vol. 24, no. 5, 5 February 1987, p. 2. 
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their dialectic interrelation with the productive forces 

result~ in simplistic interpretation of ideas of socialism. 

"The leading Party bodies", said Gorbachev, "faiirltimely and 
• critically to appraise the danger of the growth of negative 

tendencies in society and in the conduct of some (X)mmunistsand 

to take decisions which life was imperatively demanding". 2 

Gorbachev warned: "We cannot overlook just indignation of 

"'orking people at the conduct of those senior officials in 

whom trust and authority has been vested and who were called 

upon to stand guard over the interests of the state and citizens, 

end who themselves abused their authority, suppressed criticism, 

sought gain, and some of whom even became accomplices in if 

not organizers of criminal activities." 3 

Gorbachev' s Report to the January 1987 Plenum of 

the Central Committee described democratization as an essential 

ingredient of perestroi~ Making a detailed analysis of the 

process of reconstruction, he called it "reliance on the 

creative endeavour of the masses, all-round extension of 

democracy and socialist self- government, encouragenent of 

initiative and self organized activities better discipline 

and order, greater openness, criticism and self-criticism in 

2 Ibid., P• 9. 

3 Ibid., p. 10. 
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all fields of public life, and high respect for the value and 

dignity of the individual". 4 The renedies suggested by 

Gorbachev to pull the country out of the mire of stagnation 

related to both theoretical and practical fields and included 

a whole range of measures fran "fonnulation of theoretical 

provisions based on realities of our time and a deeply 

substantiated scientific forecast of the fu1llre" to "changes 

in social consciousness and a consistent development of 

democratic institutions, fostering the political culture of 

the masses and the re?rganization of the mechanism of economic 

management, of organisational struc1llres and ••• the pursuance 

of a vigorous social policY''· 5 He also forewarned that "a 

difficult struggle lies ahead, requiring of every communist 

and rNery citizen a high degree of consciousness and organization, 
6 tenacity and uimost selflessness". 

To the question of guarantees about the irreversi

bility of the process of transformations launched, the General 

Secretary' s Report to the Plenary f·1 eeting of the Central 

Cornmi ttee in January 1987 referred to, among others, "the 

deepening of Socialist democratism" as an important factor. 

4 I bid. , pp. 11- 12. 

5 I bid., P• 19. 

6 I bid., p. 19.· 
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The Report stated, "These (guarantees) are the all-round 

developments of the democratism of the Socialist system, the 

real and ever more active participation of the people in 

solving all questions of countrY's life, the full restoration 

of Leninist principles of openness, public control, criticism 

and self-criticism, and sincerity in policy consisting of the 

unity of words and deeds. n7 

Gorbachev' s Report to the January Plenum made an 

impassioned plea for understanding better than before the depth 

of Lenin's thought about the "vital inner link between 

socialism and democracY". The Soviet leader suggested a 

return to Lenin's approach to the "question of the maximum 

democrati~ of the Socialist system under which people feel 

that they are their own masters and creators".8 Further 

democratisation of Soviet society was projected as the Party' s 

urgent task. "The reorganization itself is possible only 

through democracy and due to democracy. It is only in this way 

that it is possible to give scope to socialism's most pov1erful 

creative force - free labour and free thought in a free 

countrY" - declared Gorbachev in his Report. In his closing 

remarks at the conclusion of the January Plenary Meeting of 

7 Ibid., p. a:>. 

8 Ibid. 



the CPSU Central Committee Gorbachev again underlined the 

importance of democracy for perestroika in the following 

words: "We need democracy as we need air. If we fail to 

realise that, and even if we do realise that rut take no real 

serious step to broaden it, to advance it and to draw the 

country's people extensively into the reorganization process, 

our policy will get choked, and the reorganization will 

peter out". 9 

General Secretary Gorbachev' s Report not only 

enphasized the importance of democratization but suggested a 

number of constructive measures to develop it in all spheres 

including production. The Report stated: "The economy is the 

decisive area of society' s life. Tens of millions of people 

are daily engaged there. Therefore the development of 

democracy in production is the most important trend in 

deepening and broadening Socialist democracy as a whole." 10 

The increasing role of the work collectives in production 

managenent, as also the role of workers' meetings and 

collective agreements was hailed by the Report which also 

commended the Draft ( circulated for discussion) of the Law 

of the State Enterprise for carrying forward the line of the 

27th Party Congress towards effective use of direct democracy. 

9 Ibid., p. 85. 

10 I bid. , p. 22. 
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The powers given under the Law of State Enterprise to the 

general meetings and council of work collectives in resolving 

questions in connection with production, social and personnel 

affairs were welcomed as an advance towards 11 gerruine self-

government by the people". The Report added: 11 The consistent 

implementation of the Law on the State Enterprise in combination 

with package of measures being implemented now in the economic 

field, will, we believe, altogether create a new situation in 

the economy, will become an accelerator of economic development 

and lead to the qualitative perfection of many aspects of social 

life." 11 Democratization of all spheres of life in Soviet 

society, as Gorbachev emphasized, is important because of its 

linkage with the "further development of working people's 

initiative and the use of the entire potential of the socialist 

system". 12 Denocratization, it was stated in the Report, is 

needed "in order to move ahead, in order to ensure that 

lega.li ty grows stronger and justice triumphs in society and 

that a moral atmpshere in 'l..,rhich man can freely live and 

fruitfully work, is asserted in it". 13 Thus the Party's new 

approach to democratization was far from formalistic and 

abstract. It was aimed at providing a moral atmosphere in 

11 I bid. , p. 23. 

12 Ibid., p. 33. 

13 Ibid. 
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which alone the full creative potential of man C<.'1.n be 

realized. 

The effectiveness of real democracy was linked by 

Gorbachev not with some abstract human rights promised on 

paper 1:u t "on how for it stens from the interests of the broad 

masses, relies on then is supported by all segnents and groups 
14 of societY''. Socialist denocrati~n was visualized as an 

"organic combination of denocracy and discipline, of indepen

dence and responsibility, of the rights and duties of officials. 

of every citizen". 15 

Lest his emphasis on further democratization was 

misinterpreted as a plea for restoration of the kind of 

democracy prevailing in some bourgeois countries in the ivest, 

Gorbachev took care to add that a great amount of \'t'Ork must 

be carried out to "inculcate in our cadres a correct 

understanding of the fact that expansion of denocracy in 

production presupposes an organic combination of one-man 

command and collective effort, a deepening of democratic 

centralism and development of self-administration". 16 

The General SecretarY's Report at the January Plenum 

was significant in its suggestion for "perfection of the Soviet 

14 Ibid. 

15 Ibid., pp. 32-33. 

16 I bid., p. 25. 
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election system". 17 It revealed that proposals were being 

drafted on that issue on the instructions of the 27th Party 

Congress. Referring to people's suggestion for a more effective 

and active participation of the electorate at all stages of 

pre-election ~nd election campaigns by enlarging the size of 

the electoral districts and making them elect several deputies 

from each district, Gorbachev' s Report promised to "look anew'' 

at the way the elections are organized and at the practice of 

nominations and discussions of candidates for People's 

Deputies. It also promised to rid the voting procedure of 

formalis:n and subni t for disrussion the draft for a legislation 

on changes in the electoral system. 

The Report also laid stress on continuing the work 

started by the 27th Congress by introducing changes in the 

CPSU Rules and to take the advise of the people about the 

refinement of the mechanisn of forming leading Party bodies. 

The Report called for broadening inner-Party democracy by 

giving full scope to the expression of the will of all 

Communists during the election of Secretaries of Party bureaus 

and Party Corruni ttees at the lavel ·of primary Party organiza

tions. It also recognized the need to think of changing the 

procedure for the election of Secretaries of district, area, 

17 Ibid., p. 26. 
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city, regional and terri to rial committees of the Party and the 

Central Committees of the Communist Parties of the Union 

Republics. In this connection it referred to suggestions that 

Secretaries including first ones could be elected by secret 

ballot at Plenary Sessions of respective Party Cornmi ttees and 

that menbers of Party Comrni ttee be given the right to enter any 

number of candidates in the voting list. The Report also 

mentioned the political bureau' s opinion that further denocra

tization should also apply to the formation of the Central 
18 leading bodies of the Party. However, Gorbachev' s Report 

made it clear that "the principle of the Party rules, under 

which the decisions of hig1er bodies are compulsory for all 

lower Party Committees including those on personnel matters, 

should renain unshakable in the Party''. 19 

In his Report to the January Plenum the Soviet leader 

while recognizing the importance of control "from above", 

referred to the need to raise the level and effectiveness of 

control "from below" as a rna tter of fundamental importance. 3.) 

Gorbachev however cautioned against introducing "the veri table 

avalaach.e of all imaginable kinds of check.-up and inspections" 

which distract people from work. He suggested that the Soviets 

18 I bid., pp. 27- ':!£. 

19 Ibid., p. 28. 

20 Ibid., p. 29. 
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of People's Deputies, trade unions and other public organiza

tions should utilize their resources for control. In this 

connection, he stressed the need to strengthen the democratic 

principles of the work of the sessions, standing commissions 

and deputies and to raise the efficiency of reg~ar accounta

bility of officials to the Soviets and the practice of 

inquiries by deputies. 

A noteworthy feature of the Report presented by 

Gorbachev to January Plenum ,.;as recognition of the timeliness 

of beginning elaborating of legal acts guaranteeing openness. 

Gorb8chev regretted that there were cases not only of non

acceptance of criticism but of persecution for it. 21 The 

General SecretarY' s Report also mentioned Politburo's support 

to a proposal for drafting new criminal legislation. It also 

informed th:l. t a draft law has been prepared on procedure for 

filing a complaint with a court against illegal actions of 

officials infringing the rights of a citizen. 22 0 ther important 

features of the Report related to promotion of non-Party 

members to leading posi. tions, open selection of the people 

to be promoted both from among Communists and non-Party 

people, promotion of more women to leading positions ar.d 

equitable representation of all nations and ethnic groups in 

21 Ibid., p. 31. 

22 I bid., p. 32. 
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Party, state and economic bodies, including at all union 

level "so that the composition of the leading cadres fully 

reflect the country's national. strucfu.re". 23 

In connection with the task of further democratization, 

Gorbachev' s Report also referred to the question of principles 

in the work \rl th personnel as also the establishnent of a new 

mechanism of control and managenent to achieve a "correct 

combination of the Party' s political guidance and the active 

role of state bodies, trade unions and other public organiza

tions". 24 Gorbachev did not mince words in declaring that "no 

one can relieve Party Committees of their concern and res

ponsibility for the state of affairs in the economic field". 25 

But he stated that "the matter in question is such an improve

ment of the methods of Party's guidance as would rule out 

substitution and petty tutelage over economic bodies". 26 'dhile 

recognizing the need for personnel stability he also anphasized 

that it should not be carried to extreme of absurdity and 

turned into "personnel stagnancy". 27 'l'he Report also under

lined the need for enhancing the role of the Soviets and was 

critical of unjustified interference by_ Party Committees in 

23 Ibid., pp. 35-36.' 

24 Ibid., p. 57. 

25 Ibid., p. 41. 

26 Ibid. 

27 Ibid.· 
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their affairs. Pointing to the fundamental decisions already 

adopted on perfecting the activities of Soviets which enabled 

them to act as true bodies of authority over their terri tory, 

it expressed its dissatisfaction over the unsatisfactory pace 

of changes in the activities of the Soviets. 26 

Thus the numerous practical steps suggested by the 

January 1987 Plenum of the Central Committee marked an 

important stage in further broadening of socialist democracy 

and advancing the Soviet political systen. As the resolution 

on reorganization and the Party's personnel policy ado9ted by 

the Plem.nn said, "Plenary meeting considers it essential to 

take maximum advantage of the opportunities for broadening 

socic-.list denocracy and advancin[; the Soviet political systen, 

fill the activities of Party and state agencies and mass 

organizations with real denocratic content and ensure conditions 

for working people to increase substantially the influence 

on the selection of personnel and exercise control over their 

own work. " 29 

The June 1987 Plenary meeting of the CPSU Central 

Committee which devoted itself to defining the Party's task 

in restruc1:llring management of the economy also underlined 

the need for further democratization. It adopted principle 

28 Ibid., p. 57. 

29 I bid. , p. 68. 
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guidelines for radical reorganization of economic management 

calling for ushering in the 13th 5-Year Plan ,.,ith a new economic 

mechanisn. The January Plenary meeting supported the proposal 

.rty for calling th_t/conference in 1988 follo\tring a round of 

report-and-election meetings in the Party organizations. At 

the June 1987 Plenary Meeting General Secretary Gorbachev' s 

Report put fonrard the Political Bureau's proposal to convene 

the 19th All-Union Conference of the CP&J on 28 June 1988. 

The Conference \ti8.S to address itself to the evaluation of the 

implanentation of the decisions of 27th CPSU Congress and the 

main results of the first half of the 12th 5-year Plan period 

and on the task of the Party organizations in promoting 

restructuring. It \118.s also to dis cuss measures for the further 

democratization of the life of the Party and society. 

The June Plenary meeting brought a fresh approach 

to bear upon the attempt to change the existing systen of 

managanent. As Gorbachev pointed out in his Report, attenpts 

made in the 19:0s, the second half of the 19E0s and the late 

1970s did not lead to the desired breakthrough and only had a 
30 

short-lived effect because they were not "all-out or consistent". 

According to Gorbachev the main question in the theory and 

practice of socialism is creation of stimuli even more 

powerful than under capitalism for economic, scientific, 

30 Report by M ikbail Gorbachev, General Secretary of CPSU 
Central Committee, "On the Partyt s Task in Fundamentally 
Restructuring Management of the Eco:romy", Soviet Review, 
vol. 24, no. 27, 2 July 1987, p.38. 
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technologlcal and social progress on the socialist basis as 

well as effective combination of planned ~idance with the 

interests of the individual and of the collective. The key 

in his opinion lay in 11 ensuring for the worker the position 

of a real master in his workplace, in the collective and in 

society as a whole". This alone ·would provide effective 

stimuli for higher production efficiency. Spelling out its 

1m plica tions in practice, the Soviet leader said: "This means 

giving collectives and individual workers broad possibilities 

of managing public property and increasing their accountability 

for how efficiently it is used. This means ensuring the 

practical involvenent of broadest masses of working people in 

economic managenent at every level - from a v10rker team to the 

national economy. n31 

Gorbachev further added, nTo achieve all this, it is 

essential to changeover from predominantly administrative to 

predominantly economic methods of managenent at every level, 

to broad denocratization in administration, and to activate 

the truman factor in every \'JaY". The changeover involved, said 

Gorbachev switch over of factories and enterprises to full

scale profit-and-loss accounting and self-financing; radically 

transforming centralized economic managanent; cardinal refonn 

in planning, pricing, financing and crediting; creation of 

31 I bid. , pp. 39-/.() .~ 



new organizational strucillres to ensure deeper specialization 

and direct involvement of science in production; and last but 

not the least, u going over from the excessively centralized 

command systen of management to a denocratic one, promoting 

self-administration. creating a mechanisn for activating the 

individual' s potential, clearly delimiting the functions and 

fundamentally changing the style and methods of work of Party, 

local goverrnnent and economic bodies". 32 Gorbachev' s Report 

made a plea for elaboration of a new concept of centralisn 

"rPsting on the activity of the working people and independence 

of enterprises, that is, a genuinely democratic centralism as 

Lenin understood it, possessing a far greater potential than 

the centralism bogged dovm. in the attempts to regulate all 

and everything11 • 
33 

Gorbachev' s Report at Plenary !-1 eeting of the Central 

Committee in June 1987 noted the dialectical link between the 

economic and political processes going on under perestroika. 

According to the Soviet leader the Soviet people acutely felt 

the complexity of the accumulated problems during the period 

follo,.Jing the January Plenary meeting. The Party and society 

understood tb.;~ t restruc1llring was a complex and contradictory 

32 Ibid., p. 42. 

33 Ibid., p. 47. 



process. Specially felt t'las the contradiction between the 

growing vigour of the masses and the still surviving 

bureaucratic manner of activity in various fields. The over

coming of this contradiction, Gorbachev stressed, required 

pranpt and resolute measures not only in the personnel policy 

and economic management but in the assertion of "new approaches 

and norms of Party, State and public life" •. 34 The most effec

tive means of solving the contradiction noted above lay in 

what Gorbachev called "the extensive development of dano cracy". 

He said: "Today ••• it is the command and administrative fonns of 

managing society that put a brake on our movenent. Democratic 

and only denocratic forms are capable of imparting a mighty 

acceleration to it.n 35 This 1ntercortn~ct1on between denocrati

za tion and economic development was again highlighted by 

Gorb.:tchev in his concluding speech at the June 1987 Plenum 

in the follo\>ring words: ur want to stress once again that our 

economic work, the reorganization in the national economy can 

be successful only if they attract millions of working people. 

It can therefore be said th3.t our course of fundamentally 

restructuring management aciually merges with the course of 

further denocratization and not only of economic life but of the 

entire life of society. Progress in the economy and development 

34 Ibid., p. 7.· 

35 Ibid. 
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of socialist denocratization are indivisible. '136 Gorbachev' s 

Report took cognizance of opposition to restructuring in 

certain Party and Government circles. 11 '\'le see distinctly the 

difficulties ,ttl th which the restrucillring is taking place in 

Party, government and economic bodies. And do not 1tre feel 

hoi'/ painfully it is being received in some central 

agencieS? "37 

Gorbachev' s Report to June Plenum is also noteworthy 

for its elaboration on the inseparable link of democratization 

in the economy with the active use of various fonns of cO-

operative and individual enterprise projects along with state 

property. In this connection he rejected the charge that 

cooperative and individual labour activities amounted to a 

revival of private enterprise. Gorbachev said: "ilJhey help 

meet people' s vi tal needs ever more fully, cro-wd out the 

' grey economY' and various forms of al:uses and trus facilitate 

the real process of making social and economic relations 

healthier.n 38 

Gorbachev' s 2 Novenber 1987 address "0 ctober 

Revolution and Perestroika: The Revolution Contimies" 

delivered on the 70th Anniversary of the October Socialist 

36 Soviet Review, vol. 24, no. 28, 9 July 1987, pp. 6-7. 

37 Ibid., no. 27, 2 July 1987, p. 38. 

38 Ibid., p. 4o. 
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Revolution marks an important stage in the understanding of 

the Party on further development of democratization. The 

address is unique in its fulsome tribute to the February 

revolution which was described as "the first victorious 

people's revolution in the imperialist epochtt. 39 The victory 

of the October Revolution 'ltJas, in Gorbachev' s view, "also 

rooted in tm gains of the February 1917 revolution" which 

orovided 0 ctober ,,.,.i th its main weapon - "power organised and 

revived in Soviets". l() The February revolution's contribltion 

to political education of the masses and their experience of 

tangible democracy was lauded by Gorbachev. Gorbachev' s 

2 November address is also remarkable for its explanation of 

the emergence of the methods of command administration in the 

thirties under Stalin. Vlhile asserting that Stalin' s personality 

cult \'18S 11 certainly not inevitable" and had "no justification" ' , 
Gorbachev still conceded that the methods of command "generally 

41 produced results" in the field of industrial development. But 

he foun:l the method "impermissible in tackling the problans of 

refashioning rural life". The negative aspect of the application 

of rigid centralization and methods of command management lay 

39 

/.() 

41 

Ibid., no. 46, 5 Novenber 1987, p. 4. 

I bid., p.1 5. 

I bid., p. 18. 
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in Gorbachev' s opinion in people starting to believe in their 
42 "universal effectiveness". As the Soviet leader summed up, 

11 To understand the situation of those years, it must be brone 

in mind that the administrative command system, which had begun 

to take shape in the process of industrialization and which 

had received a fresh impetus during collectivization, had told 

on the "'hole socio-political life of the country. Once 

established in the economy, it had spread to its superstructure, 

restricting the development of the denocra tic potential of 

socialism and holding back the progress of socialist 
43 democracy." Gorbachev also explained the 'erroneous' theory 

of aggravation of class struggle in the course of socialist 

construction to the mechanical transfer to the period of 

peaceful socialist construction of methods dictated by the 

period of struggle with the hostile resistance of the exploiter 

classes. An atmosphere of intolerance, hostility and suspicion 

prevailing in the country in the period of overcoming the 

resistance of the exploiter classes resulted in the "absence 

of a proper level of democratization in the Soviet society 

that made possible the personality cult, the violation of 

legality, the wanton repressive measures of the 1930s". 44 

42 Ibid. 

43 Ibid., p. 19. 

44 I bid., p. 3). 
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Gorbachev termed Perestroika as continuation of the 

\'/Ork begun.by the October Revolution, namely, projection to 

the forefront of the task of further deepend:ng and developing 

socialist democracy. As he said in his address on the occasion 

of the seventieth anniversary of the 0 ctober Revolution, "The 

democratization of society is at the core of perestroika, and 

on its progress depends the success of perestroika itself and 

- one can say without exaggeration - the fuillre of socialism in 

general. 1145 Gorbachev described the changes taking place in 

the country today as "the biggest step in the development of 

socialist democracy since the October Revolution". The Soviet 

leader clearly stated that socialist democracy rejected 

"methods of command or pressure" which are alien to socialism. 

He called for giving more attention to socialist democracy and 

rule of law. Gorbachev said: "Democracy must not be confined 

to the political sphere. It must permeate all spheres of 

human relations. 'tie proceed from the premise that socialisn 

1 s a society of growing diversity in people' s opinion, 

relationships and activities. 1146 Dilating further upon this 

concept of pluralism of opinions and interests under socialisn 

Gorbachev remarked: "Every person has his O\·.J!l social experience, 

his OMl level of knovrledge and education, his own distinctive 

45 I bid., p. 32. 

46 I bid., p. 34. 
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perception of what is taking place. Hence, a tremendous range 

of views, convictions and assessments, which, naturally require 

careful consideration and comparison. \'/e are for a diversity 

of public opinion, a richness of spiritual life. We need not 

fear openly raising and solving difficult problens of social 

development, criticizing and arguing. It is in such circums

tances tbat the truth is born and· correct decisions take 

shape. rr 47 

va th all his enphasis on doing a\'Jay vii th cc:mmand 

methods and resumption of the course of deepening socialist 

democracy initiated under the leadership of Lenin, and no~ 

withstanding his plea for eliminating all "blank spots" in 

history, it is clear to any one v.Jho cares to scan his 

2 Novenber address minutely that the Soviet leader is moving 

- rather cautiously and is averse to taking an extrenist 

position. To the question whether a course other than the 

one taken by the Party under Stalin in the thirties v.1as 

possible, Gorbachev' s answer is in the negative. His position 

on Stali~ s assessment is also that of a moderate. For 

example, he says: "To remain faithful to historical truth, 

we havP. to see both Stalin's incontestable contribution to 

the struggle for socialism, to the defence of its gains, and 

the gross political errors and the abuses committed by him 

47 Ibid. 
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and by those around him, for which our people paid a heavy 

price and which had grave consequence for the life of our 

·society. "Le 

The period from .the April 1985 Plerrum of the Central 

Committee to the June 1987 Plenum fonned the first stage of 

the pere§troi~ As Gorbachev stated in his address of 

8 January 1988 at a meeting "'i th the heads of mass media, 

ideological institutions and artistic unions, during this period 

the concept of pere§troika was ,,,orked out and several important 

and major decisions were adopted. This was to be followed by a 

period of :lmplenenting the concept. To quote frcm Gorbachev, 

"The difference between the first stage and the next one is 

that '"e have found out what has to be done and in "'hat way. 

This has been a hard task and it remains topical today as -

well. But now the most canplex stage has begun, when the 

concept of perestroika must come into broad contact with life, 

with the practical activity of millions of Soviet people. 

\•!hat has been realized by the political leadership and the 

advanced part of our people must no.,., be realized by all 

Soviet people, by every section." 49 

Stating that the Party and cadres are currently 

accumulating experience in making use of the potential of 

48 Ibid., p. 2J. 

49 M. Gorbachev, ~D~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~s~t~ro~i~k~a, 
the Essence of 
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socialist democracy which is a ttdifficul t process", Gorbachev 

referred to the frequent criticism fran both the right and the 

left. The left, according to him, was alleging that 

restructuring has stopped and called for more resolute 

measures. He did not name Yel tsin but his reference to the 

0 ctober Plenary meeting of the Central Cornmi ttee left no doubt 

that he was referring to him. Criticizing Yeltsin .for his 

"usei·ess ultra-perestroika rhetoric" Gorbachev commented: 

"Advocates of the • revolutionary' slogans have neither the 

composure, nor the readiness to assume the responsibility, 

the onus of persistent and prolonged work in order to move 

our society to new frontiers." 50 The criticism of the right 

that the foundations of socialism \'/ere being undermined was 

also referred to by Gorbachev who asked "what is undennining 

than? People' s mobilization, their tackling the affairs of 

the country, wbere they are the masters, more confidently? n 

The establishnent of a new moral and ideological a-tmosphere, 

characterized by broad openness, criticism and self-criticism, 

by a deepening process of democratization and a growth of the 

working people's responsibility for the state of affairs in 

the country was listed as "a major accomplishnent of the first 

stage of perestroika". 

The question of carrying perestroika to the Party 

:D Ibid., p. 8. 
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has been a very sensitive question from the very beginning. 

Assertions have been made by the Party leadership on numerous 

occasions that the perestroika drive started on the Communist 

Party's initiative and the Party was leading it. At the various 

Plenums of the Central Committee during the last three years 

the need for innei'-P arty denocracy and a new understanding of 

the Party's vanguard role have been time and again highlighted. 

As Gorbachev writes in his famous book P ere§troika New Thinking 

for our Country and the \'lorld: "The Party started the effort 

with self-improvenent. I spoke frankly about it at the 

meeting with Party activists in KhabaroY~k; in summer of 

1986. We must begin with ourselves, I said. Everyone must 

assume the responsibility: in the Poli truro, in local 

bodies, and in grass-roots Party organizations. We must be 

better than we are. i'le sba.ll help those who can' t improve 

thensel ves. The main thing is t;;J/ conscientious. ''~e have 

grovm accustomed to many practices when there was no openness. 

This appliPs to both the rank and file and high officials. 11 51 

Yet the effort towards reconstruction of the Party renain 

confined to mere expressions of pious wishes and vague though 

verbose formulations. ,lTbat is interesting even Gorbachev 

in his \'TOrk cited above, tried to find a justification for 

51 H. Gorbachev, Perestroika New Thinking for Our Country 
and the Horld (Londo~ 1987); p. 55. 
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the perks and privileges enjoyed by the Party high-ups by 

comparing them to benefit and privileges available to 

various other groups, institutions and enterprises. Admitting 

that the existence of special forms of services can and does 

Lthe qua- generate problans particularly in a si illation whe.»/: services 
'!1 ty of 

provided to the entire population is much lower, he still 

asserted that "these is sues should be solved in the course of 

furthering the programmes we adopted". 52 

One does not know whether Gorbachev' s reticence in 

touching the Party privileges has something to do with his 

desire to keep the Party united by avoiding a confrontation 

with the conservatives. The same may be said about the 

restraint observed by Gorbachev in relation to appraisal of 

Stalin' s role. But the si iua tion seems to have changed of 

late. At the February 1988 Plenary meeting of the CPSU 

Central Committee Gorbachev revealed that 11 the Party 'h<.d to 

literally fight for perestroika in production and in the 

spirt tual sphere". 53 He called this fight quite an "aru te" 

one. Expressing popular anxiety about the fate of perestroika 

52 Ibid., p. 102. 

53 
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Gorbachev said: "Fervent discussions are underway on 

obstacles standing in the way of perestroi~ People are 

,.,orried that innovgtive decisions of the January and June 

Plenary meetings of the CP&J Central Committee are being 

implemented slowly and with difficulties. For the first time 

in many decades we really feel the Socialist Pluralism of 

views. This is something unaccustomed, and it is being 

assessed in different ways, it denands study, analysis and 

elucidation. Behind .. all that we must see the principal 

thing - growing support for the policy of restructuring on 

the part of the people.n 54 

Gorbachev referred to three different ''~ays of 

understanding perestroika. There are sane who regard it as a 

kind of adjustnent of the existing mechanisn that does operate, 

poorly as it were, while it is not clear hovr the new one will 

work. 0 thers demand the disnantling of the very system of 

socialism, deny off hand the values of socialism and borrow 

al ternat1ves to than fran the arsenal of bourgeois liberalism 

and nationalisn. Still others turn to radical phraseology, 

call for leaping over stages of socialist development. 

54 Ibid. 
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In retrospect it no'\·1 appears that by Jaruary 1988 

Gorbachev was beginning to sanewbat revert to his radical , 

positions. A signal for this came with the clash between 

Gorbachev and the Sovetskaya Rossia editor Valentin Chi kin 

at a meeting of media editors and writers vdth the Party 

General Secretary. on 8 Jarruary 1988• Gorbachev took Chikin 

to task in the discussion in 1t1hich the Pravda editor Viktor 

Afanasiev indulged in S ha trov- bashing. Gorbachev disagreed 

with Chi kin that there should be no glasnost about history. 

And insisted that no blank spots must be left in Soviet 

history. Obviously the conservative opponents of perestroika 

had started mobilizing their forces skilfully harnessing the 

pro-Stalin sentiments ot a sizeable section of the Soviet 

people. They had been increasing their pressure on Gorbachev . 
particularly since the ouster of Yel tsin, Secretary of the 

Moscow City Party organization and an ardent champion of 

peresgoilsa, in October 1987. The battle lines were already 

drawn during the period starting from Jarruary. Sane sensation

mongering extrenist journalists and writers like plaj"\'II'ights 

Shatrov and Gelman and liberal economist Shenelev also added 

fuel to fire through their sensational allegations about 

physical threats to then from the Stalinists in their articles 

published in pro-perestroika Nedely,a., Novy Mir and 0 gonyok. 

A. gain one does not lmow if the real motive behind -the anti

Stalinist tirade of these self-styled champions of glasnost 
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is not so much to prcmote denocratization as to curry favours 

''~i th the Party General Secretary and his group in the 

Politburo. Be that as it may, the struggle around perestroika 

and glasnost reached its height \d th the letter by Nina 

Andreyeva published in Sovetskaya Rossia of 13 lrlarch \'lhich in 

turn spoke about the threat posed t6 socialisn by children 

of Nepman (it may be recollected that Gelman and Shnelev had 

earlier spoken about threats by the Stalinists). It was in 

such a sii:uation that an otherwise moderate Gorbachev was 

forced to take a hard stance in self-defence. The 5 April 

unsigned article in Pravda 'arhich called the Sovets!saya 

Rossia letter anti-perestroika manifesto is believed to be 

Gorbache~s rejoinder to the opponents of perestroika and 

glasnost. The struggle between pro-perestroika followers of 

Gorbachev and the pro-Stalin conservative opponents of 

perestroika has since further gro\'ffi in intensity in the 

election campaign for delegates to the June 1988 19th 

Conference of the CPSU. Fears are being expressed in the 

Press by leading pro-Gorbachev intelleci:uals who apprehend 

that the entire process of renewal might not be reversed by 

the Conference. Particularly disillrbing are the reverses 

suffered by pro-perestroika Party men, many of whose leading 

lights have failed to get elected as delegates to the 

Conference at the Moscow City Party Plenum held on 3 June. 
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True, some of then have succeeded in getting elected fran 

distant region5p 'tut the onslaught launched by their 

opponents has shaken then thoroughly, Tlus Gelman has 

already warned: "I am convinced if we are thwarted again, the 

sound forces will withdraw fran the Party, will leave it for 

good. And then everything will become m eaningl es s •••• Our 

Party will not lead anylonger do\4!1 this path, there will be 

some other political force which \llill energe in the deep 

crisis,n 55 

This may however illrn out to be too pessimistic a 

prognosis. Judging from Gorbachev' s various recent speeches, 

the Soviet leader is still reluctant to take a sharp stand 

against strongly entrenched elenents in the Party which would 

not like to carry perestroika and glasnost to their logical 

conclusion. 0 f course, there are indications in Gorbachev' s 

recent utterances that he understands the need to carry 

oerestroika deep into the Party. At the February 1985 Central 

Cornmi ttee PleiruiD. Gorbachev ridiculed the "add:!ttion of many 

Party committees and their staffs to giving commands and 

their eagerness to dictate to everybody and decide everything 

for everyone. 11 56 In an open indictment of the Party appara-tus 

55 Cited by Dev Murarka in his article "Gorbachev Nay Take 
Middle Position- II", Times of India (Ne,., Delhi), 
21 June 1988. 

56 Speech by !·1t Gorbachev General Secretary of the CPSU 
Committee a the Plenary Heeting of the CPSOJ Central 
committee. 18 February 1988, Infonnation Depar'tment, 
USSR Embassy, New Delhi, p. 11, 

Central 
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for its opposition to the ne"Vr changes, Gorbachev observed at 

the February Plenum: "There still are many attenpts to 

squeeze glasnost and danocracy into convenient limits, rein 

in the press, and act Wi. thout reckoning with public opinion 

in one place, they come dO\Vl'l on a ' trouble-maker' having the 

nerve to revolt against torpor, bungled managenent, and wrong 

doing. In another, they infringe on collective fanners' 

rights. In yet another, they turn a manager' s election into 

a farce. In still another, they ride roughshod over people' s 

opinion and make decisions contradicting their vital interests 

and rights. This is, no doubt, due to the habit- developed 

by a significant part of our cadre over the years - of 

"keeping everything under their tb.nnb", acting the ul tirnate 

authority on every matter, and applying pressure to get 

things done." 57 

But if Gorbachev' s diagnosis of the ailment is not 

wide of the mark, the remedy prescribed by him is far fran 

precise and does not go beyond general pleas for "perfecting 

the political system", suggestions for taking "specific 

decisions on updating our political systa:n and on the Party's 

role as the political vanguard at the new juncture in the 

nation' s development", and "delirni ting the functions of 

57 I bid. , pp."· 11-12. 
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Party and State bodies", etc. ;e Yet Gorbachev has the 

teneri ty to claim that "the Party has begun perestroika with 
59 

itself. tt 0 f course, the Central Committee Theses- for the 

19th All-Union Party Conference which are in the main 

drafted by Gorbachev do go a little .further in too direction 

of reconstructing the Party, as for example, the provisions 

for nomination of number of candidates exceeding that of the 

Committee menbership, bar on holding an elected post for 

more than tvro terms of five years each subject to decision on 

admission to election for the third term by no less than 

three-fourths of the manbership of the Party Committee 

concerned through voting by secret ballot and the provision 

that election result should determine the final settlement 

of personnel questions. 6o Proposed changes do not go to the 

extent of mandatory one-third to one-fourth renewal of 

men bers hip of Party Committees from the City and district 

level to the level of the All-Union Central Committee under 

Khrushchev's leadership as incorporated in the Party rules 

adopted in 1961. Gorbachev seems to be all set to reconcile 

59 

59 

6o 

Ibid., pp. 29, ?0 and 39.: 

Ibid., p. 38. 

News and Vie\·rs fran the Soviet Unio!}, vol. '-i3, no. 97, 
27 May 1988, pp. 14:15. 
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himself to a compromise.· He seened to be preparing for this 

when he observed at the Moscow City Party Plenum on 3 June 

1988: "• •• there is no need in this serious matter for super

fluous emotions. Also counter-productive is leftist phrase

mongering. Cheap authority should not be gained by means of 

this •••• Only persistent concrete work on the basis of lon@

sighted am considered assessments is capable of providing 

a real result. 61 Advenillrisn is not ,.,hat we practice." One 

does not know for certain if Gorbachev is not using the fight 

between perestroika enthusiasts like Shatrov and Gelman and 

the Stalinists to project himself as an ideal centrist. All 

said and done, one must give due credit to the new leadership 

of Gorbachev for unleashing a ne"1 climate of openness in press 

and public affairs which the country never experienced before 

even in the aftennath of the ::nth Party Congress. Khrushchev's 

ideas about restrucillring the Party might have been more 

sweeping, the Soviet Union however did not have the refreshing 

experience of Glasnost during his times. Even Khrushchev's 

denunciation of Stalin was contained in a secret speech 

delivered behind the closed doors. This is a measure of 

success of the current campaign for further democratization 

of Soviet society launched under the leadership of Gorbachev 

in April 1985. 

6o Pravda, 4 June 1988. 
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